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FOREWORD 

.. 
This study is one of a series commissioned by the 

Economic Council's Regulation Reference which deals with various 
aspects of land use and building codes regulation. These studies 
do not cover the whole field oE land use regulation but they do 
focus on important areas of concern. 

The following is a list (alphabetically by author) of 
land use studies to be published in this series: 

Dale-Johnson, David, Land Use Regulation in Metropolitan 
Vancouver. 

*Eger, A.F., Land Development Risk and Regulation in Mon 
treal, 1966-1979. 

Hamilton, S.W., Land Use and Building Codes: The Regulatory 
Framework. 

Hamilton, S.W., Land Use and Building Codes Regulation: 
Summary Report. 

McFadyen, Stuart and Denis Johnson, Land Use Regulation in 
Edmonton. 

Proudfoot, Stuart, Land Use Regulation in Metropolitan 
Toronto. 

*Seelig, Julie H., Michael Goldberg and Peter Horwood, Land 
Use Control Legislation in the United States -- A Survey 
& Synthesis. 

*Silver, Irving R. assisted by Rao K. Chagaralamudi, The 
Economic Evaluation of Residential Building CodeS:- An 
Exploratory Study. 

* already published • 

• 
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RÉsuMÉ 

L'analyse de la réglementation relative à l'utilisation des terrains a été 

faite, dans le passé, à partir de deux principaux points de vue, l'un mettant l'ac 

cent sur le temps nécessaire à l'approbation (l'idée de la chaîne de montage), et 

l'autre sur la planification à orientation technique. La première approche s'attache 

à l'importance de la rapidité du processus au cours des audiences sur la réglementa 

tion relative à l'aménagement des terrains, alors que l'approche de la planification 

s'intéresse avant tout à la mise en vigueur des contraintes techniques relatives à la 

santé, la securite et l'environnement, sans s'arrêter aux contraintes de temps. Ces 

deux méthodes ne tiennent pas compte des réalités politiques qui, souvent, évoluent 

avec le temps. De fait, il faut considérer la réglementation sur l'aménagement des 

terrains comme étant le résultat de l'intégration des réalités politiques au temps 

nécessaire à l'approbation, sujet aux contraintes techniques, et non comme une ques 

tion ne touchant qu'un de ces aspects. Les réalités politiques qui empiètent sur le 

processus de r~glumentation de l'am~nagement de terrains, ou qui y sont incorporêcs, 

comprennent le déplacement des personnes habitant une certaine zone, le financement 

de la croissance municipale, le partage des revenus (ou leur absence) avec les gou 

vernements provinciaux, et les taxes imposées par les gouvernements central ou 

régionaux, en sus des taxes municipales. 

Le présent document va au-delà des modèles de prises de décision qui analysent 

le processus de négociation entre les lotisseurs et les responsables municipaux de la 

réglementation. Les participants et leurs objectifs sont étudiés et, par la suite, 

des questions d'équité, de risque, de complexité du zonage, tant pour les demandes de 

changements de zonage mineurs que pour les demandes de modifications importantes, 

sont vérifiées selon un certain nombre d'hypothèses. 

Nous nous demandons plus particulièrement jusqu'à quel point le processus J~ 

décision est juste pour les organismes publics comparativement aux entreprises pri 

vées. En deuxième lieu, un test indirect (weak-form) de l'importance de l'expérience 

vécue de la réglementation dans la rapidité avec laquelle les demandes sont approu 

vées est entreprise en comparant le profil des risques des lotisseurs professionnels 

et non professionnels. Troisièmement, nous établissons un rapport entre la com 

plexite du zonage et le risque associé à la réglementation. Quatrièmement, nous 

verifions l'influence que peut avoir la présence de demandes de zonage mineur sur le 
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risque associé aux demandes de zonage important. Enfin, nous introduisons le concept 

du zonage selon les conditions du marché, et une analyse du comportement en matière 

de prises de decision des responsables de la réglementation de l'amenagement des 

terrains. Nous tentons aussi de determiner dans quelle mesure les responsables de 

cette reglementation deviennent plus efficaces avec le temps. 

Les donnees utilisees pour verifier les hypothèses dont nous venons de parler 

ont ete rassemblees dans la ville de Montreal pour la période de 1965 à 1977. Les 

principales conclusions de l'etude paraissent aux pages 112 à 120. 
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SUMMARY 

Analysis of the regulation of land use has been undertaken from two polar view 

points, notably a time to approve approach (assembly line) and a technically oriented 

planning approach. The time to approve approach emphasizes a minimum critical path 

during land use regulation hearings; whereas the planning approach concerns itself 

with application of technical constraints such as health, safety and environmental 

concerns without any specific time constraints. These approaches ignore the poli 

tical realities which often change over time. In fact, land use regulation must be 

viewed not only as a question of time to approve or its converse, but rather as the 

combined effect of integrating political realities with approval time, subject to 

technical constraints. Political realities which infringe or are incorporated into 

the land use regulation process include neighbourhood displacement, financing of 

municipal growth, revenue sharing (or the lack thereof) with provincial governments 

and the imposition of central or regional governments over the municipal base. 

This paper expands upon decision-making models which analyze the negotiation 

process between the developer and the (municipal) regulator. Examination of the 

participants and their objectives results in a number of hypotheses being tested for 

questions of equity, development risk, complexity of zoning, both on a major and 

minor zoning request basis. 

• 

Specifically, we examine the equity of the decision-making process between pri 

vate and public agency. Second, an indirect (weak-form) test of the importance of 

regulatory experience in the process is undertaken by comparing the risk profile of 

the non-professional and professional land developer. Third, complexity of zoning is 

related to regulator risk. Fourth, the presence of minor zoning requests is con 

trasted to the risk of major zoning requests. Finally, the concept of market zoning 

is introduced as is an analysis of decision behaviour of the land use regulator. An 

attempt is made to measure the learning behaviour of regulators over time • 

Data was collected for the testing of the above hypotheses in the city of 

Montreal for the time period 1965-1977. The major conclusions of the study can be 

found on pp. 112-120. 
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PART I 

1.0 Statement of the Problem 

The rapid escalation of land costs relative to the new building costsl 

2 has resulted in major concern by all levels of government , the land development 

industry and housing consumers. Land use regulation in particular has been 

singled out as major factor in the rise of land prices.3 Land use regulation 

has been deemed to restrict supply unnecessarily. Consequently, in the face 

of increased demand, prices of land escalated rapidly and shortages of serviced 

This research project addresses itself to the study of land use regulation 

land occurred. 

in the Montreal area, in response to the guidelines established initially by 

this Preliminary Report on Regulation Reference during the meeting of the First 

Ministers of Canada in November 19784, and the Chairman of the Economic Council 

5 of Canada. Subsequently, Professor S.W. Hamilton spearheaded a study of four 

regional areas (Montreal, Toronto, Edmonton and Vancouver) in which specific 

questions regarding land use regulation were outlined. 

Specifically Professor Hamilton addressed the following problem areas in 

1 d 1 . 6 an use regu atl0n. 

1. Are the objectives of the land development regulation 
process made explicit? 

2. Is the land development regulation process becoming 
more costly in terms of time and money? 

3. Have land development regulations increased risk? 

• 
4. Does the diffusion of land development regulations inhibit 

cost savings and innovation? 

5. Is the land development process equitable? 

6. Is the land development process effective i.e. does it 
achieve the purpose it is designed to achieve? 
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1.1 The Regulatory Environment 

Surprisingly, very little is recorded about the regulatory 

environment which controls either the supply of land to the residential housing 

market or through which the real estate development firm must successfully 

compete in order to supply housing to the market. For example, we do not know 

the number of laws and regulations that influence land d~velopment at the federal, 

provincial and municipal levels and as a result little is known of the inter 

relationships between the various levels of government and the private sector. 

Added to this lack of documented knowledge of the regulatory process is the 

problem that more than one jurisdiction7 (municipal, regional or provincial 

government) may direct control over the process. In Ontario, for example, municipal 

and regional governments are active participants of the land use regulation process. 

In Canada, the land use regulatory process is by no means standard due to the large 

numbers of municipal governments.8 In addition, organization problems within a 

given level of government can create problems. The organizational group which 

controls the supply of infrastructure is not necessarily the same entity which 

controls the planning. This lack of standard procedures, while giving room for 

innovation, may also restrict entry as real estate firms find it preferable to 

operate in given municipalities where they are familiar with the land use 

regulations, rather than enter nonfamiliar municipalities.9 

Consequently, not only is there a lack of documented information 

regarding the regulatory process in serviced land supply, but the variations to 

the regulation process are significantly different from municipality to municipality, 

from regions to municipalities and problems of organizational control are possible. 

• 

la 

1.2 Time to Complete and Regulation Risk: A Basis of Study 

In answering the above questions, posed by Professor Hamilton, the following 

framework was designed. In essence the questions of time to complete (cost 
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• 

minimization) and development risk can be related back to the theory of the 

firm and its interreaction with external factors. 

In analyzing the time to complete the regulatory process, it is 

important to recognize that time and/or cost are not sufficient criteria to measure 

the outcome of a given process. Rather than simply looking at cost minimization as 

a basis of decision-making, it is important to link the questions to the proposed 

changes (risk) requested by the initiator of the land use regulation. For 

example, attempts must be made to examine the relative magnitude of the proposed 

land use change and compare this proposal to the costs either in terms of time 

to complete or opportunity cost. We would expect that duplex zoning would require 

less time to complete as fewer committees, agencies would be involved with issues 

involving minimal neighborhood changes compared to a zoning request for a major 

subdivision of several land uses. In the latter case, the existing residents and 

future homeowners are subject to externality questions potentially far more 

significant than a minor zoning change. Consequently, the risk to the initiator 

of a zoning request, will be far greater in the case of the subdivision zoning 

request than that of a duplex case. Consequently, time to complete must be 

specified according to the magnitude of the proposed neighborhood or land use 

changes. In this paper, the magnitude of the land use change and time to approve 

will be used as proxies for risk in analyzing the land use regulation process. 

• 
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1.3 Changing Risk for Land Development Firms 

In analyzing the land use regulatory process, it is important, to recognize 

that the risk of land development must be associated to the masnitude of land 

use change, But in addition, it is important to recognize that business risk of 

development of given types of land use may have changed. This change in business 

risk can be illustrated by comparing time to complete a subdivision approval of 

1965 with one in 1980. Higher land use standards, coupled with greater regulatory 

10 control have increased the time to approve. Higher standards require more 

planning and organization. Indeed past criticism of the regulatory process has 

been directed simply on the increasing time to complete and has not considered 

the changing goals of the regulatory process or that the firm may have adapted to 

the regulatory process. 

11 Indeed this is the theme that Seidel develops in his book Housing Costs 

and Government Regulation. He identifies four types of costs of regulation - 

the direct costs of compliance with new rules (architectural and lawyers' fees); 

uncertainty caused by the regulatory process; and unnecessary or excessive 

requirements (generally referring to higher standard infrastructure) and offsite 

levies (a means of raising revenues or providing services). Seidel's discussion 

leaves the jmpression that regulation has become a major burden to the firm i.e. 

the firm is beset on all sides due to rules and regulations and that the firm has 

"nearly 20 percent of those polled reported that they had 
found it necessary to terminate a project because of 
government regulation. "12 

... 

not been responsive to the new environment created. Seidel, for example, quotes 

the result of a survey of 400 home builders and found that 

No reference is made to the fact that the firm may have adapted to 

the longer approval time by financing larger inventories or by using land options. 

In fact, in response to the increased regulatory control, the firm may be developing 

larger Jand inventories, creating larger subdivisions. This response by the firm 
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to the regulation, now could have a multiplicative effect. As the firm develops 

on a large scale to offset diseconomies of regulation, the increase in size of 

individual projects, further spawns new sets of regulation as more and more 

pre-planning must occur. 

Consequently, the popular criticism of the costs of regulation is far too 

general. Regulatory risk and time to complete must be placed in a framework 

reflecting the type of land use process being undertaken. Regulation reflecting 

zoning for single f am i ly housing must in fact be compared with similar end land 

use. Second, the change in business risk may have occurred because of more 

stringent regulation. The firm may have been forced to undertake larger projects 

in order to survive. These larger projects may have caused more regulation. 

1.4 Philosophy and Equity of Land Use Regulation 

At the onset of this study on land use regulation, one fundamental fact is 

apparent. Several 'styles' of regulation and enforcement of the rules are 

possible. Our cities have evolved on a contrasting basis. The city of Montreal 

does not have a formal master plan for urban development; in fact spot zoning or 

'plan d'ensemble' tend to be used to overcome controverisal zoning changes. In 

Ontario, the planning process is much more methodical - planning plays an explicit 

part of the decision·-rnaking process - in comparison say to the city of Montreal. 

The Ontario process is one of the offshoots of an agonizing and largely public 

appraisal of the regulatory system. The Montreal system appears to result by 

government fiat - the executive committee acts as the primary decision maker with 

the planning and law departments providing secondary roles. 

Critics of the land use planning process have long held Houston to be a city 

which has developed without zoningl3 - opponents of rigorous planning and the 
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bureaucracy point to Houston as an example of what can happen without zoning. 

They go on to recite the benefits of a regulatory system which is not restricted; 

where development is determined by the market. In fact, as Seigan summarizes, 

Houston does have a land use regulation system. 

"Although Houston has never adopted a zoning ordinance, 
it does have subdivision controls, a minimum housing 
ordinance, a building code and traffic ordinances ••• 

Notwithstanding the absence of zoning, Houston has had 
since 1940, a city planning department which functions 
in ways comparable to such departments in other large 
ci ties. ,,14 

The land use regulati.on is not a formal zoning process, but rather a series 

of restrictive covenants developed by lender, developer and planner for each 

subdivision. Perhaps the economist's imagination is captured by the fact that 

protective covenants conjure an incremental market oriented solution, as opposed 

to a rigid pre-planned system. 

The realities of land use regulation seem to suggest that rather than a 

process with or without zoning, it is the philosophy of organization and planning 

that dictates the equity of the land use regulatory process. A methodical pre- 

planned process encompassing several jurisdictional groups as well as one prepared 

to enter into significant public participation, can be expected to require a 

longer time to complete, be more subject to short term changes in demand, than 

one which relies on incremental zoning, has greater executive control and 

insignificant public participation. 

The issue of equity in the land use regulation process remains in doubt. 

In the book Legal Foundations of Land Use Planning, Rose notes that 

"chere are no correct answers to these and similar 
philosophical legal questions. illS 
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Attempts to define this equity, however, are made possible by examining the 

particular participants in the land use regulation process. These participants 

include the land development firm, the municipal government and agencies and 

the housing consumer. 

The equity question must recognize the participants and the role each of 

the participants plays in the land regulation process. Participants seek to gain 

maximum net benefits in a process which has political overtures as well as 

economic and social consequences. Each participant may attempt to meet specific 

group objectives, which mayor may not be related to the production of serviced 

land. To this extent, each participant bargains from a position of interest. 

The developer wishes to produce a given type of housing in order to maximize long 

term profits and maintain market share. The type of housing proposed by the 

developer may be discouraged by the municipality because the net benefits of 

a specific type of housing that the municipality must shoulder, result in a 

net expenditure by that municipality. Public participation groups enter the 

argument to obtain or maintain representation for non-represented market groups 

as well as to improve environmental standards or simply to protect the stability 

of the neighborhood. 

As a result of the interacting process, a pareto optimal solution should be 

found in which the developer obtains a rate of return commensurate with the risk 

of development: the municipality receives taxes commensurate with the level 

of services required by the new land development process and the households 

receive a standard of housing and neighbourhood commensurate with prices that .. 
they pay in the marketplace. 

The interaction then of these major participants as well as the relative 

strength of the groups forms the fabric of the regulatory process. Should one 

participant have significant undue-advantage or disadvantage, then a pareto 

optimal solution will unlikely be obtained. Consequently, Seigan'sl6 example of 
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Houston - as a city without zoning could be a reflection of healthy competition 

between the municipality, the developer and the household sector. A kind of 

competition which gives due regard for long term land use standards, but one 

which recognizes the need for short term change. 

The critics laugh - is there any dJfference between temporary adjustment 

and pure ad hoc development? What they should really ask is what are we planning - 

to construct buildings efficiently - row on row - as the monotony of some suburbs 

depicts, or are we trying to develop an urban dwelling space - which while 

conforming to fundamental rules and regulations of health, safety, encourages the 

urbanite to explore, create a more equitable urban lifestyle - in short a dynamic 

process and place to live. The onus here, is not on one particular participant - 

neither developer, municipal councilor the household sector - rather it depends 

on all interacting as equal and responsible partners. 

The previous discussion should remind the reader that land regulation 

involves wealth transfer. In order to obtain the development rights, a political 

bargaining process exists. The role of the researcher is to explore the in 

efficiencies created within the regulatory process in the creation of the 

development rights. 

The issue of equity as noted by Professor Hamilton, will be linked to the 

goals and objectives of the participants (land developer, planner, consumer) in 

Ihe land reglllntory process. By comparing the time to improve of public agencies 

and private development companies, it is possible to gain a measure of equity 

that exists in the regulatory process. 
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1.5 Overview of the Land Use Regulatory Problem 

• 
Analysis of the land use regulatory problem requires a b as I c description 

of the laws and regulations at the provincial and municipal level. The nature 

01 their intent and interrelationships need to be developed. Second, given these 

laws and regulations, it is necessary to obtain some measure of the number of 

projects that are affected by land use regulation. While experience suggests that 

land use regulation is handled on an exceptional basis i.e. only the non-conforming 

projects are subject to administrative review, the percentage of land supply 

subject to regulatory approval is unknown. 

These regulations and basic dimensions are put forward in Sections I and 

II. A model is developed based on the negotiation process between developer and 

regulator in Section III. A number of hypotheses are tested based on the use of 

multiple discriminant analysis. First, we examine the equity of the decision 

waking process between private and public agency. Second, an i.nd i.rect (weak-form) 

test of the importance of regulatory experience in the regulatory process is 

undertaken by comparing the risk profile of the non-professional and professional 

land developer. Third, complexity of zoning is related to regulatory risk. 

Fourth, the presence of minor zoning requests is contrasted to the risk of 

major zoning requests. 

Data was collected for the above hypotheses in the city of Montreal 

from 1965 to 1977. In addition, a survey of development firms in the suburbs 

(Laval, South Shore, West Island) was undertaken based on the years 1980, 

1975, 1972. 

A complementary approach to the testing of the above hypothesis is 

further undertaken in Section III. The concept of market zoning is introduced 

as is an analysis of decision behavior of the land use regulator. An attempt 

is also made to measure the learning behavior of the regulators over time. 

Finally, in Section IV, conclusions and policy ramifications are 

revealed. 
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2.0 Background 

2.1 Literature Review Conclusions 

The literature review reveals that the land use regulation process is 

not necessarily an assembly line process nor a technically oriented procedure. 

Fundamentally, land use regulation encompasses political realities with change 

in land use. The land use process then must be viewed as an uncertain process - 

one in which risk must be related to return. 

The literature review first, centers on the numerous studies which use 

time to complete as a major criteria. Second, the notion that land 

use regulation is part of the political process is linked with the idea that 

land use regulation ought to be analyzed as a process in which major actors 

(such as municipal politicans, land developers etc.) seek to maximize the 

welfare of their own organizations. As this concept is based on organization, 

rather than economic theory, the review in the section is extensive. The role 

of public participation and the complications arising from two levels of 

government involved in the same rezoning decision, are summarized by precising 

an indepth study of the rezoning for shopping centre development in Winnipeg. 

Finally, it is noted that land use regulation is just one small area of 

economic planning and decisions involved with the broader aspects of taxation, 

administration rights that concern municipalities and provinces. A discussion 

on growth moratoria is introduced. Growth moratoria decisions affect land use 

regulation in the same way that we can expect explicit provincial legislatioll 

(such as agricultural land acts) to affect the regulation process. The moratoria 

act as constraints which impede time to complete approval, increase costs or 

transfer wealth from moratoria to non-moratoria areas. 

The magnitude of lot levies or offsite requirements are documented for a 

number of Canadian cities for the year 1977. Readers interested in omitting 

the extensive background review are invited to proceed to Section 3. 
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2.2 Introduction/Definitions 

A standard definition of land use regulation process does not exist for 

three reasons. ~,it is a process which has many names. To some, the 

process is synomous with obtaining building construction permits, to others the 

process is comparable to a rezoning process and finally to others, the process is 

a land use contract. 

Second, the process can be exceedingly routine, or conversely, exceedingly 

complex. If the process requires no change in existing zoning regulation, the 

approval process is relatively straight forward. Permits are issued and the 

process proceeds. No public groups protest as neighborhoods are stable, no 

major administrative decisions must be made, no large financial outlays accrue to 

the public sector for infrastructure development. The process in short, meets 

the guidelines of established regulation. However, if the process requires 

significant change, displaced persons protest, municipal governments worry 

about master plan decisions, financial outlays incurred by the public and 

private sectors become significant. Land use regulation becomes a complex 

political planning process. Comparison of the process is complicated by the 

varying political organizational process across Canada. 

!h1!£, the process has generally been viewed through functional lenses. 

The development industry views the process as a technical assembly line procedure; 

while the planning profession has considered the process as a subset of a master 

plan, in which community goals are sought. 

From a definitional viewpoint it is appropriate that we define the term 

land use regulation. The planning process is designed to formulate a master 

plan for the achievement of community goals and objectives. This master plan 

generally requires a land use plan, a housing plan, a circulation plan and a 

utility plan. It is in the second half of the planning process that implementation 

of the master plan is undertaken. 
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"Among the techniques of planning implementation 
are (1) zoning ordinances, (2) subdivision regulations, 
(3) official map ordinances eminent domain, (5) urban 
renewal and (6) various social planning tools. 

A zoning ordinance is a legislative enactment of local 
government that divides the jurisdiction of the land 
into zones and prescribes regulations relating to (a) 
the use of the land, (b) the bulk or relationship of 
the building size to the land and (c) height or intensity 
of use. 

Subdivision control or regulation is implemented through 
local ordinanc~s prescribes the procedures and standards 
that one must follow when dividing a large parcel of land 
into smaller parcels in preparation for development. "1 

The term subdivision approval process often is employed to encompass both 

zoning ordinances and subdivision control, as noted above, particularly at the 

suburban edge of the city. In Ontario for example, the approval process goes 

through two major approvals (draft and final).2 The former is essentially the 

zoning ordinance (block zoning); the latter is the subdivision control (procedure 

and regulation). 

Regional differences exist in the financial and servicing responsibilities 

resulting from the subdivision approval process. In Ontario the servicing of 

raw land and the financing of those services, are undertaken by the private 

land developer. The entire production process from acquisition, through servicing, 

to housing construction and subsequent marketing of the completed housing projects 

remain in the control of the private sector. A single company may control the 

entire process, or a series of contractors may specialize at each stage. 

In Quebec, the subdivision approval process, is serviced and financed by 

the municipalities.3 The sample process based on the subdivision approval 

process in Boucherville typifies the procedure observed in Quebec. The 

municipalities recover costs of servicing from the owners of new housing, in 

the form of hig;-", ,. improvement taxes. 

This difference in actual control of the subdivision process (100% private 

in Ontario, B.C., Alherta) compared with (66% private control in Quebec)4 is 
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extremely important from an inter-regional comparison of land use regulation. 

For example under the 100% private system, greater economies of scale may be 

possible, industry structure may be more concentrated. Further, it points out 

how difficult it is to divorce land use regulation from the entire land-housing 

development cycle. Again, the structure of the industry and subsequent 

competitive aspects requires examination of the entire land-housing development 

process. 

Hence the lack of use of accurate definitions, the lack of similarity of 

actual process have caused land use regulation to be difficult to define. 

A review of the literature indicates that land use regulation has been 

studied in at least four different functional ways - notably as an assembly line 

approach; a planning approach, a bargaining approach to land use planning and as 

an urban ~owth moratoria approach. 

2.3 Assembly Line Procedure (Functional Approach) 

Attempts to identify the subdivision approval process have followed 

functional approaches. The development industry has considered the approval 

process to be a technical process, in which a product is developed on an assembly 

line basis as it moves from the prezoned stage to final approval stage. The 

approval process can be related to the time to complete the zoning and sub 

division ordinance approval. Research by Derkowski [ 13 J; Alberta Land Use 

Form [ 1 J; Ontario Economic Council [ 30 J; Bloxom [ 3 J; essentially treat 

the land regulation process as a technical procedure. The process starts with 

acquisition (option) of raw land, outlines the regulations and rules of 

regulatory procedure, notes the actors, identifies the waiting periods, estimates 

the processing time and ends with the final acceptance of the process plan by 

the municipal and relevant forms of government (regional or agency i.e. environ 

ment). Principal participants include the developer, municipal council, support 
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staff of government agencies and public interest groups. 

One major theme that is emphasized by these reports is that there appears 

to be a crude correlation between the number of agencies in the process and the 

length of time to complete the regulatory process. Cost to the developer is 

assumed to increase because of the longer time to complete. 

While these analyses are instrumental in identifying the approval process 

as an assembly line development of a technical product, further insight into 

the approval process and the cause of increasing land prices, reveals that the 

issue is extremely complex. Comparison of the process between municipalities 

within a region between municipalities in different provinces has indicated that 

definition of the subdivision approval process lacks significant standardization - 

in the order of the process, the critical path as well as the time to complete 

approval. The lack of standardization suggests two approaches to study - a series 

of case studies between municipalities and/or a case study over time within a 

selected municipality. This study draws basically on the latter technique. 

2.4 Housing Regulation 

A much better documented study of land use regulation,although essentially 

an extension of the assembly line approach is found in Seidel's [39 ] study 

of housing costs and government regulation. He identifies three types of costs 

that can result from government regulation i.e. 

"direct costs, costs of delay and uncertainty and 
costs of unnecessarily excessive requirements."S 

Seidel identifies the direct costs as those paid by the developer, to 

engineering, environmental and legal consultants to ensure that 

"applications are filed, public hearings attended and 
documents presented."6 

In addition there are the direct costs levied by the municipality during the 

development process. For example, at each step in the approval process, fees 

are levied in order to recover administrative costs of handling the application. 
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7 Generally these fees tend to be extremely nominal as Appendix A (fee 

structure) indicates. 

A second and potentially more troublesome cost is (identified by Seidel) 

the cost of delay and uncertainty. Costs of delay and uncertainty - often 

diffjcult to ascertain because of the lack of comparative norms - relate to the 

ineffeciencies in the administrative process. Problems of delay, caused by 

government intervention, can add (to final selling price) approximately 1% - 2% 

for each month that the delay occurs during the latter stages of the development 

8 process. 

"The specific costs caused by delay, vary significantly 
depending on the internal organization and financing of 
both the project and the firm involved. Most frequently 
the costs of delay relate to overhead expenditures as 
staff, property taxes, inflation and interest, which 
continue regardless of whether or not the work on a project 
has been halted. As previously determined, the most debilating 
of these costs involves front end money i.e. investments made 
at the very being of a project and therefore costly money, 
either as equity or as 10ans."9 

Seidel confuses two important issues. First, he correctly notes that the 

approval process generally has no upper limit on the length of time of an 

administrative review. This is the common theme of those authors such as 

Derkowski. However, Seidel seems to ignore the fact that the land 

development process is an uncertain process and in development, risks of approval 

are part of the normal business risk where the firm expects to receive a given 

10 level of return. Seidel implies that the development firm has little choice 

but to accept the fact that delays are costs - costs which must be added to 

th~ final selling price. Notwithstanding the fact that demand must exist to 

absorb these increasing costs or else the housing product simply will not sell. 

Seidel further implies that the firm is helpless and caught in the hands of a 

monolithic bureaucracy. Examination of firm behaviour would suggest that this 

is a short run problem, for the firm can adapt to new regulations, provided that 

sufficient information regarding the regulatory process is available prior to 
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l hl! i n i t i fit. i on of the development project. 

(.OllSl'qUt'IlL 1y, br-cause of the uncertainty as to whether delays really add 

to cost of land, as well as the lack of adequate definition of a standard 

land use regulation process, the notion of a standard business risk in the land 

deveJopml'l\t industry remains a concept difficult to measure. 

2.5 Land Use Control and Development 

Land use regulation involves planning a Master Plan for urban land use 

control and development. A particular subdivision approval process represents 

the implementation of the Master Plan in an Urban Community. In fact the 

passage or rejection of the subdivision approval process, is indeed a decision- 

making process in which a Master Plan is devised, alternatives evaluated and 

control measures are implemented. 

Again, as in the case of the technical procedure, the notion of physical 

planning is but a redefinition of a procedure. Instead of seeing land use 

regulation through the eyes of a business firm, whereby time to approve is of 

the utmost impor~ance (because of cash outlays), the subdivision approval 

procedure provides safeguards to health, privacy, safety and neighborhood 

stability to the public at large. The procedures which exist to maintain the 

framework establish a basis for regulation. 

While it is recognized that the planning process acts to establish minimum 

public standards, it is not recognized that the subdivision approval process is 

a process of significant political importance. Greenspan and Vaughan [22 ] 

report that 

"Many citizens watching formula-spouting experts wrangling 
about such apparent certainties as gross floor space indices, 
landscaped open space ratios and the like, conclude that planning 
is professional, legal and technical by nature. This conclusion, 
although understandable, is incorrect and dangerous. It confuses 
the means by which planning is carried on with the essence of 
planning. 
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Fundamentally, planning is both political and a process: 
a process in that there can never be an end result that 
represents a permanent community consensus; political in 
that every planning decision benefits some interests and 
harms other interests. The treasure (in the form of property 
values) and amenities of some people are increased while 
those of other people are decreased. Awarding benefits to 
some interests and imposing burdens on others interests in 
the public marketplace is an important part of what democratic 
politics is all about. Thus the planning process as it 
actually functions today Is not a technical exercise but 
rather a war among various interests competing for benefits. 
The most obvious conflict, of course, is the battle between 
high-rise, high-density developers and organized neighborhoods 
of single-family homes."n 

2.6 Subdivision Approval Process: A Bargaining And Learning Process 

2.6.1 Introduction 

In this section, the subdivision approval process is explained as a decision- 

making process. Discussion centers on how the major participants (land developer 

and planner etc.) characteristically view decision-making. Having established 

the characteristic roles of the participants, decision-making in the subdivision 

approval is presented as a bargaining process. A selected case study is presented 

which reveals how the characteristics of the participants as well as their own 

vested interests result in trade-offs being exchanged, before the approval 

pro~ess is completed. 

2.6.2 Perceiving the Process 

The subdivision approval process is a bargaining procedure in which highly 

qualified technicans bargain for real property rights. The major participants 

are considered to be the land developer, the urban planner and the municipal 

politican. Others who playa minor role, although not necessarily a less 

important one, are the land owner, regional government officials and public 

protest groups. The participants form the core of actors who bargain for housing 

rights. 

To the extent that the end product was a standard land use density, with respect 
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Participant Perception to Change 

1. Local, residents 1. Perceives change (proposed project) relative to the neighbourhcx::d; 
not to ot.her projects in the region. The greater the relative 
change fran an existing neighbourhocrl to the proposed project, the 
greater the expected reaction against the proposal. 

2. Perceives change through evaluation of other projects that have 
created problans. Lirikages are media. Infornation and personal 
oontact. Fragrrentary or incarplete infonnation. 

3. l~acts to specifics of living in a changing neighbourhocrl. Imœdiate 
safety factors, open space arœnities, residential values are Important , 

4. Views developers as an adversary who threatens the specifics. 
5. Perceives change as a major event. 

2. IDeal (municipal) politician 1. Perceives proposal relative to the total political hierarchy and 
problem set of the rrrrœnt , 

2. Perceives project relative to others in the city or region I although 
framework of comparison limited to tenure in office. 

3~ Reacts to specifics of change in neighbourhood if representing ward 
or lives in imrediate area. . 

4. Peacts to carplicated issues by acknowledging that decisions are 
made at senior level; able to side-step complicated issues because 
of redundancy of process. 

3. Urban planner 1. Perceives change in relat.ion to overall cannunity plan, not the 
specific of an individual neighbaurhocrl. 

2. Perceives change relative to own position within the organizational 
hierarchy. Proposal requires concern for long tenn effects as it 
affects job position. 

3. Perceives plan on a physical basis, although tendency is to explore 
social aspects of planning. 

4 • Urban developer 1. Perceives change in relation to other development of own company 
or cœpetitors. 

2. Perceives changes as a routine function in comparison to local 
residents who view change as a major event, or a once in a lifetiIre 
event. 

3. Spatial design related to specific site; long tenn implications not 
part of econanic pro forma, 

5. Regional politician 1. Reacts to proposal in relation to perceived need for evidencing 
leadership. Needs to develop rules quickly. 

2. Peaction to pcrcei ved need for leadership is to issue open ended 
policy statements. Regulations and specifics tend to lag policy 
staterents. 

3. Perceives project relative to a region. 
4. Perceives projects within own political hierarchy. 

6. Provincial Boards, Cœmissions 1. Perceives need to evidence leadership in keeping wi th provincial 
nandate. Leadership evidence dependent upon stability of provincial 
governrrent, magnitude of change implemented by the board, 

2. Perceives need to control proposals by centralized decision making 
procedures. 

3. FréllT'e\'.urk of experience ranges fran experiIrental to routine. 
4. Framework of control general in nature to account for variability 

of proposals. 

Fj 'JU['e 2 • 2. Perception of Change by Participants 
in the Subcli visio!,\- AFlprOjl Process. 
Source: Eger L 19 . 
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to size and location, and to the extent that major participants recognize the 

rights of new participants, the subdivision approval process might be considered 

a routine one which could be best handled by an organization model which 

followed pre-defined rules and regulations. The process would become an allocative 

one, in which each new proposal, would be matched against a given set of criteria. 

The project would be accepted or rejected on the basis of matching of that 

criteria to the proposal. 

However, the subdivision process is in a continual state of redefinition. 

The end product is not a standardized land use, major participants remain in the 

process, although personalities change and minor participants are spawned as 

self interest groups wish to overcome a particular problem. The subdivision 

approval process is not, by itself, a well defined process. Rather it is the 

result of extension and retraction of pressures, as the major and minor 

participants grapple with issues of the day as outlined in Figure 2.2. 

To the extent, that issues arise from past errors, the subdivision process 

may be considered as a learning process, in which new standards are inserted, 

as the participants try to avoid the problems associated with past land use 

problems. Second, the process is a learning process because in the land use 

regulation process no labratory process exists, whereby various land densities, 

land use requirements, housing structures and family size are studied. 

Innovation is incremental and must enter into land use regulation, via the 

subdivision approval process. Because of the lack of predictive results of 

change, this innovation process tends to become integrated into the approval 

process. In fact, innovation and strategies to overcome past problems tend to 

blur; nevertheless, both are characteristics of the process as a learning 

function. 

The approval process reflects the roles of the participants. Each participant 

is rationally bound between given constraints of their particular interest. 

Finally, it must be recognized that decision-making in the approval process is 
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a dynamic one. In large urban areas, more than one approval is under 

consideration at one point in time. The interrelations between approval A 

and B become important factors which enter the bargaining and learning aspects 

of the process. The interdependance of projects must be analyzed as part of a 

model in the empirical study of land use regulation. 

2.6.3 Roles of the Participants 

The roles the participants play in their adversary positions, defines 

their objectivity and, consequently, how they react to change in the approval 

process. The narratives suggest the behaviour of participants that evolve from 

the characteristics of the position. Figure 2.2 captures the essence of the 

following sections. 

2.6.3.1 Land Developer 

The land developer is cast as a classical entrepreneur. This participant 

operates in a world of bounded rationality of the firm. The relatively small 

nature of the firm, allows for the opportunity for rapid decision-maki.ng. The 

goal of the firm is profit maximization; external constraints on enterprise 

behaviour are considered to be found in the market place. Social responsibility 

exists only to the extent that the market dictates these responsibilities. The 

operational framework of the land developer causes this participant to consider 

the decision-making process in the subdivision approval process to be one in 

which resulting actions or decisions are one of explicit choice. 

2.6.3.2 Urban Planner 

The urban planner is cast as an organization actor in which the Master 

Plan of the community evolves as the result of standards of engineering, health, 

fire protection, general safety and location analysis. The Master Plan is the 

result of the requirements of each of the technical organizations which the 
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Urban Planner can be expected to orchestrate. This participant also operates 

in a world of bounded rationality, but for different reasons than those of the 

land developer. 

First, the opportunity for rapid decision-making is virtually non-existent, 

because decision-making is based on committee concensus. The lack of experimental 

laboratories for replicating different standards of engineering, fire protection, 

locational and design patterns are very powerful reasons why this participant 

must operate within the organizational framework. The planner does not have a 

laboratory in which different designs; increased densities effects, or improved 

land use can be tested and improved. Unlike the engineer who designs a new 

prototype of an electric car, the urban planner does not have the opportunity 

to test a new prototype model, before marketing the product. The market place 

represents a trail of successful or littered housing projects of varying design. 

Second, the organizational actors of engineering, health, fire protection, have 

their own set of priorities, which do not necessarily coincide with those of the 

urban planner who is responsible for formulating a public response to the first 

draft of the development proposal. The goals and standard operating procedures 

of these technical participants are related to their own organizational raison 

d'etre. 

Third, the lack of an explicit, measurable goal, such as profit maximization 

(in the competitive sense) causes the urban planner to rely on the realization 

of the organizational goals to be part of the decision making process. Fourth, 

a multiple of external constraints are forced upon the urban planner as this 

is the focal point, where the ideas can logically enter the approval system. 

The nature of the external constraints are important. If the external con 

straints are of minor deviation from the past, they can be expected to be 

accepted; however, the larger the deviation of these imposed external constraints, 

the more likely they will be rejected by the urban planner and the more likely 

these external constraints will be forced to enter the system in the form of 
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activity by public protest groups, or by the developer as new land use 

productivity is sought. 

2.6.3.3 Municipal Politican 

The lIlunicipal politlcan can ue expected to be cast as a bargaining actor 

in which political self interest can be expected to be the reason for involvement 

at the municipal level. Political self-interest is defined to encompass a 

variety of motives which include the desire to represent vested interests 

(established or non-established) as well as the desire to complete a specific 

task. Given the requirements to remain in office, this participant can be 

expected to see the approval process as the result of bargaining ploys by 

adversaries within the subdivision approval process as well as pressures from 

senior levels of governments. This participant is deemed to favor encumbency 

as a major goal in the decision-making process. Second, this participant can 

be expected to focus not on one strategic issue, i.e. the land use regulation 

issue, but on many diverse problems which are part of the municipal, organizational 

and personal goals. In other words, the immediacy of re-election, the present 

political stance of a senior level of government as well as the political support 

of other politicans becomes part of the basis on which this participant must act. 

A particular action or formal decision in the subdivision process is the result 

of specific players who bargain, form coalitions and make compromises on a 

variety of related issues. These compromises mayor may not be related to the 

land use approval process. The approval process may only be a portion of the 

entire compromise. 

Third, external constraints imposed upon the subdivision approval process, 

but rejected at the technical levels or by the urban planners can be expected 

to come to the attention of the municipal politican. As a result, the problems 

will tend to be controversial and consequently they can not be expected to be 

solved rapidly in the decision-making process. Issues of public concern, with 
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no real optimum solution, become the province of the municipal politican. 

Finally, the municipal politican is bounded by the organization structure 

which is designed to serve the politican. Government behaviour relevant to any 

important problem reflects the independent output of several (municipal) or 

ganizations, partially coordinated by government leaders. Government leaders 

can substantially disturb, but not substantially control, the behaviour of these 

(municipal) organizations. This observation is particularly appropriate in the 

case of the municipal politican, because of the short tenure of the office. 

Consequently, for the above reasons, the municipal politican can be expected 

to consider the subdivision approval decision-making as a more lengthy procedure 

than the land developer, because of the need to integrate several problems to a 

common focus. This perspective contrasts dramatically to that expected by the 

land developer, (decision-making as a choice) and that of the urban planner 

(decision-making as an organizational output). 

2.6.4 Recognizing the Importance of Roles of the Participants 

Recognizing the roles of the par~icipants in the subdivision process is 

important for several reasons. First, the decision-making in the approval process 

is a mixture of roles and bargaining. The participants are adversaries both in 

roles and purpose. This process is a form, by which decisions affecting land 

supply are critical tests. Because no optimal set of land use characteristics 

has been achieved, this forum is the process by which decisions must be made. 

The roles of the participants are, therefore, necessary to ensure that the process 

performs the function for which it was intended. Any decision to improve the 

subdivision approval process must recognize this fundamental aspect of the 

relationsnip between roles of the participants and the functioning of the process. 

Second, role recognitions illustrate the logic by which decision-making 

can be expected to be ascertained by the individuals. The rational economic man 

is likely to define the problem in economic benefits and costs in seeking an 
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optimum solution. The organizational person is more likely to examine the 

decision in light of organizations that are operational or traditionally act 

on a problem of a given type. The organizational person is next likely to 

consider means by which information about the p.roblem can be made available 

at various decision points in the government. If standard procedures do not 

exist, then they must be developed. It is this development of procedure that 

causes the organizational process to appear indecisive in face of a specific 

event. 

The political person analyzes decision-making in terms of players in a 

game. Analysis of personality, past voting record, and immediate pressures on 

the position of an individual are the key determinants of how the politically 

oriented person can be expected to view the arguments involved in a given 

approval process. A more in-depth review of the models of the participants can 

be found in Appendix B. 

2.7 Selected Case Study of the Bargaining Process in the Subdivision 
Approval Process 

The following case study, has been adapted from an extensive study by 

Kent [ 23 ] of the urban rezoning process in the city of Winnipeg during the 

early 1970's. This case represents a multi-use project and represents a bare 

minimum of detail of the actual case. Because the issues are probably more 

acute than a 'normal' approval process, the bargaining is more involved. Third, 

the reader is reminded that Kent has developed his analysis by modifying Allison's 

[2 ] decision-making models. The case study illustrates the material developed 

in section 2.6. Each participant has varied goals, some which mayor may not be 

linked directly to the rezoning. Role recognition and perceived role identity 

prove to be extremely important to the participants. 

2.7.1 Case Background 

K ' .. 12 f h' d' . If ent s examlnatlon 0 t e rezon1ng process, was not an en 1n 1tse • 
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Figure 2.3 De c.Ls I cn =~ing levels in Winnipeg shopping centre case study. 
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He attempted to understand the processes of government decision-making in 

general. He developed two models - a political as well as organizational 

model and tried to explain the end result of the rezoning through the eyes of 

these models. Kent's political model is used as the basis for this case study. 

Figure 2.3 indicates the four levels of decision-making that were part of 

this particular rezoning process. Level I represents the interaction of local 

councillors as well as the proponents and opponents for rezoning. Level II is 

a committee level and represents consideration of environmental issues; Level III 

is the major political bargaining process at the metro council level; Level IV 

represents a lawsuit arising out of the approval of the rezoning by metro council. 

Figure 2.3 shows the approval process to be a bargaining process of several 

levels, in which participants attempt to obtain the maximum perceived benefits. 

The approval process thus is a forum through which a solution is sought. 

Not only does Figure 2.3 reveal the participants in a bargaining process, 

but each level is related to the issue and scope of the problem. Ideally the 

local representation would solve local issues, the committee level would resolve 

the more technical issues and the major debate of the crystalized issues would be 

made at city council level. Appeals if necessary could be made through the court 

system. 

2.7.2 Participants in the Rezoning Process 

Level III is used to identify the participants and reveal how roles affect 

their positions for purposes of this review. In this case, the development 

company and the major tenant wanted rapid approval for a traffic bridge which 

would improve access to the proposed shopping centre. Rapid approval would result 

in more rapid completion of the shopping centre and consequently improve the 

economic benefits to the developer. Surprisingly, Kent does not note that the 

developer perceived any neighborhood costs. These costs (increased traffic flow) 

are perceived only by the opposition. The local councillor group reacted 
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favourably because the shopping centre was perceived to give evidence of 

decisiveness of decision-making ability and second, few residents, outside the 

shopping centre area complained about the project. For example, one councillor 

accepted the mall, because the committee on Environment wanted to solve potential 

traffic problems and secure a good economic deal for the city. Their benefits 

were similar to those of the local councillor group. The executive policy 

committee's goal (in order to evidence leadership) was to co-ordinate policy 

recommendations of standing committee. Councillors who supported the rezoning 

application wished to facilitate economic development, demonstrate ability to 

go vc- rn /IIHl ma k.- dec l.s Ions. 'l'hct r po r cc Ived IW11ef 1 t s we r e evidence of de c Ls f.on- 

making ability. 

Those participants against the rezoning include a councillor who lived In 

the ward where the shopping centre would be located, and a socialist councillor. 

They perceived costs of negative ward reaction and potential local transportation 

problems. The Association of Homeowners was concerned about traffic problems 

which they thought had not been adequately solved. They were primarily concerned 

with a golf course being turned into a housing area, adjacent to the new shopping 

centre. A small group of private citizens, whose spokesmen lived a block away 

from the proposed site, did not have the status of an association. They did not 

want the development in their area as it would disrupt their living environment. 

Second, they perceived a potential traffic problem. A neighboring city protested 

because of the perceived threat to their economy that the new shopping centre 

might have. The near mall was proposed to be located outside a defined shopping 

area established previously by the metro council. 

The Minister of Urban Affairs had the authority to approve or disapprove 

the shopping centre rezoning by-law or refer it to the Municipal Board for a 

public hearing. 
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2.7.3 Roles, Goals and Perceived Benefits and Costs 

Figure 2.3 captures the arguments presented in section 2.6 and demonstrates 

how roles, goals and perceived benefits (and costs) are related. The perceived 

benefits measure performance. The developer's performance is measured in dollars 

of profit and consequently his goal is to opt for fast approval of rezoning so 

that holding costs will be eliminated and that profits can be maximized. The 

performance of the political actors, are measured by the manner in which they 

solve problems associated with the proposed rezoning. The completion of a new 

shopping centre is perceived to bring economic growth to the city. The leadership 

of each participant is at stake as they strive to demonstrate how they obtained 

economic development, while eliminating the potential traffic problem. The 

perceived benefits of evidence of decisiveness are a major reason why the 

councillors in particular, supported the rezoning. This benefit of organizational 

leadership is significantly different from that perceived by the developer. 

Second, support for the mall was related to a side issue which involved 

the construction of housing on a nearby golf course. Support by some councillors 

for the shopping centre, meant that they would be able to preserve the golf course. 

Hence, acceptance of the rezoning was dependant upon the rejection of another 

proposal. This is a simple example of the trade-offs involved in resolving a 

major issue. 

Third, the decision to re-zone had political and organizational constraints. 

The system had four levels of decision-making, starting at the local councillor 

level. The committee for environment, the (metro) city council level and ending 

with subsequent lawsuit (appeal). By incorporating private citizens, homeowners 

association, city administrative and city council, an all encompassing forum was 

made possible. 

The openness of the process to the participant depended on two major aspects, 

the issue and staying ability of the participant. The broad ranging issues 

-~------,_j 
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appear to have been answered at Level I (in fact, several groups which 

existed did not participate in all four levels). For example, major and 

minor shopping centres located near the proposed major centre did not become 

directly involved. A resident advisory group, and the local school board, 

chose not to become involved. Obstensibly, their decision ~ to become 

involved stemmed from the fact that they perceived a net benefit from the 

process. 

Kent notes that the issue scope had become narrowly defined, by the time 

the procedure reached the metro council (Level III). To this extent, level 

three is a forum of committees, whereas Levels I and II were a forum of 

participants. The staying power of the participants varied with permanency of 

the organization. As the issue passed from the local council stage to the 

committee stage, 

"Local citizen objectors were left far behind at the 
community level. None of the citizen groups or individuals 
lobbied or tried to make presentations to the Committee of 
the Environment (Level II). Those interviewed ... indicated 
two primary reasons. First, as .•• the City's political 
organization was relatively new, many citizen's were not 
aware of the procedures or rights under the legislation. 
Second, and more significant, citizens of the Homeowners 
Association indicated that they left the (local) council 
meetings with the feeling that the decision was out of their 
hands. The Homeowners Association was of the opinion that 
its local councillors, although varied in their opinion about 
the shopping centre, approved the rezoning at the local level 
in order that it could be brought before City Council - for it 
was there that decisions were made! This was the essence of 
the statement made by a councillor at a local council meeting. 
As such, the residents enthusiasm and motivation to follow 
through with their objections was severely deflated. In 
looking back, they felt they were led down the garden path. 
In contrast, the developers, by giving their rezoning application 
... their constant attention, were well aware of administration and 
political procedures and were able to show up in force ... "13 

However, there are two important points worth noting regarding this issue 

of staying power and the levels of decision-making. First, to some extent, the 

local council acc,epted the rezoning because some of the local councillors felt 

that decisions were made at ~ity Council. Alternatively, they may have wished to 
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avoid creating any ill will and passed on a difficult decision to the metro 

government. The result is the same in any case, the extra level or representation 

is only as functional as the problem is real. If the decision-making is indeed 

made at higher levels, the lower council represents tokenism and an added delay 

in the process. If the decisions are complex, additional levels of government 

are unlikely to resolve the issue. Such issues must be resolved where they occur. 

Second, it appears that the citizen participation groups felt that they 

should have direct representation at Level III (council level). This latter 

point is important because citizens perceive the right to participate actively 

and directly at several levels of decision-making. However, in doing so, they 

extend the decision-making process and may merely duplicate many of the arguments 

presented at lower levels. In fact, clarification of the issues is not assumed 

as the decision-making goes from Level I to III, but rather the citizens perceive 

it as their right to continue to protest at another level, given that they 

were not successful at the first level. 

2.7.4 Summary of Case Study in Bargaining Process 

This section has shown that the Approval Process is a bargaining making 

process which centers around a complex political-organization structure. The 

roles of participants guarantee that a forum is established in which an optimal 

solution is sought as the adversaries discuss their reasons for or against a 

particular approval. The case study indicated that the forum is one in which 

the participants are unevenly matched and as a consequence, there is a need to 

ensure that at each level of decision-making, the opponents of a particular plan 

are recognized. The case study further indicated that the perceived benefits of 

a particular rezoning are related to the role of the participants in the process. 

The developer is interested in obtaining maximum profit, for a given level of 

risk; the organizational and political participants need to show evidence of 

leadership or decisiveness as these are rewarded. Finally, the case study reveals 
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that different levels of decision-making exist. An optimal process would be one 

in which the issues are crystalized at the local and committee levels, with final 

debate being reserved for council. In this later stage, the right of direct 

representation by citizen groups should be allowed. An appeal system via the 

courts is necessary to safeguard the rights of the minority. 

An important question not addressed in this case study, relates to the 

necessary degree of repetition or redundancy that should exist in an approval 

system. Redundancy allows minority positions to be examined at several levels, 

even if at the initial levels their position is not recognized. This safeguard 

is a necessary part of the democratic system. However, the fact that a multiple 

of levels exist, through which decisions can be made or reviewed in order to 

protect the minority viewpoint, also allow, that the decisions at the lower 

levels to be poorly resolved because of the knowledge that hIgher levels 

authority will make the decision in any event or that the ill will caused by 

an unpopular decision is best handled by levels of government, removed from 

the political consequences. 

2.8 Development Moratoria: A Technique in Growth Moratoria 

The use of development moratoria as part of the land use regulatory process 

is worth examining as a special review, for it introduces the notion that all 

major participants in fact may not favorably predispose to land use development, 

and are not in fact attempting to act within their specific rates. It is not 

only the displaced tenant or environmental advocate who is less than enthralled 

with land development. In fact, this section emphasizes that land use regulation 

is just one small area of economic planning and that decisions involved with 

the broader aspects of municipal taxation, administrative jurisdiction that 

are of concern to municipalities. 
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Land use regulation has been used to attempt to internalize the problems 

associated with unmanaged urban growth, i.e. the inability of municipal governments 

to provide urban services such as education facilities, trunk sewers, as well as 
• 

control over environmental damage. In essence, the problems of managing urban 

growth have been thrust upon the land use regulation as participants bargain and 

attempt to shift the risk and responsibility of long term costs associated with 

managing urban growth. Subdivision approval has been delayed, (not only for the 

reasons of increasing number of participants, narrowly defined objectives and 

overlapping process of land servicing and approval) but because the process has 

been used as a technique to stop or limit urban growth. This section outlines 

how development moratoria have instituted to stop or slow the conversion of land 

. h i . .. d i . 14 Wlt ln a glven ]UrlS lctl0n. This section emphasizes that it is not simply a 

case of inordinate demands made by a large number of committees which may delay 

development, but rather that delay may be the intentional result of local government. 

Development moratoria can be justified on several grounds. Generally it is 

argued that further development cannot be supported by existing public services. 

It is argued that unrestrained growth will seriously hamper community health and 

safety. 

"These growth restraints have been exercised with an 
air of extreme urgency about them ••.• (They) have been 
proposed as interim development controls in order to 
give the municipality 'breathing space' in which to 
enact a new comprehensive growth plan or to determine 
population 'caps' beyond which an area will not grow. 
It is clear that congestion and a proper fear of dire 
environmental conse5uences lie behind the current movement 
toward moratoria. "1 

Second, moratoria may be motivated by burgeoning educational costs, and costs of 

maintaining the urban community. 

Moratoria techniques are generally applied at the municipal level. The 

moratoria techniques are used both by elected officials and service departments 

alike. 
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"Most local moratorium activity is legally founded in 
the delegated grant of the police power from the 
(provincial) constitution. Since many moratoria are 
relatively short term actions and since on their face 
they are directed toward the preservation of public 
health and welfare, the courts have generally looked 
upon them favorab1y."l6 

2.8.1 Time Frame for Moratoria 

Time limitations generally are not easily identifiable in development 

moratoria, as administrative and judical decisions are made on an ad hoc, case 

by case analysis. 

The following examples, taken from the U.S., because of the lack of 

comparable Canadian experience, are indicative of the time frame in which 

development moratoria can be expected to last. A survey by the U.S. Department 

of Housing and Urban Development in June 1973, on the questions of sewer moratoria, 

found that significant sewer bans existed. In 68% of the areas surveyed, a sewer 

ban was in effect for a year or less. 
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. 
, of Areas in SUrvey Olnulative , per:i.al of ~_r Ban 

28 28 'less than 6 rronths 
40 68 6 - 12 rronths 
12 80 l.year - 2 years 
15 95 > 2 years 
6 NA did not kneM' length 

of ban 

Nunber of areas surveyei = 226 

Figure 2.4 Time Frame on Sewer Moratoria. Source: Ri vkin and 
Carson; Thé Sewet Motàtorium às a Technique 6f Growth 
Control and Envitonmentàl Ptotection. H.U.D. June 1973, 
pp. 15-18. 

The above data indicates that sewer moratoria have emerged as a growth control 

technique. Second, approximately two-thirds of those areas surveyed voiced an 

intention to continue the moratoria as a growth control technique, for long or 

"broad geographical representation, with emphasis ... on 
those areas of the country which have experienced 
severe growth pressures and were thereby first to 
establish growth management programs with development 
timing components. Local, metropolitan, county, and 
regional agencies of varying sizes and levels of 
sophistication were consulted ... 81 replies (70%) were 
received ... by the cut-off date. Of these, 77 responses 
contained useable questionnaires."17 

indefinite periods of time in the future, as the need arose. 

A U.S. survey undertaken by Brower and Owens in 1974 identified the 

growing use of development moratoria. The survey was sent to 117 selected planning 

agencies. The sample had 

The survey attempted to identify ·the extent of various development moratoria. 

In addition, respondents were asked to evaluate the effectiveness of the moratorium 

mechanisms. The reader must remember that the evaluation of the techniques were 

completed by the planning departments and as such, the results can be expected 
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'l)pe of ~ratoria Technique 

1. Building parmi, ts Cessation of issuance of building 
permits in specific area. 

2. Sev.er and 'Water extension Freeze on the extension of trunk line 
services to cause infilling to occur. 

3. Sewer and water hookup or tap Control of the penni t issuance system 
for sewer connections can effect this 
regulation. 

COuncil expiicitly votes to stop 
subdivision approval for a given period 
of time. 

4. Sul:rli vision regulations 

5. Administrative zoning changes SI;ecial use penni ts for high density 
residential construction are withheld. 
Height restrictions imposed. 

6. Coastal land ban Limit construction to a given distance 
fran the shore. 

7. General construction ban Decrees that specific types of buildings 
will not be b.lil t for a limited period. 

Figure 2.5. Type of Moratoria Used by Municipalities in 
the U.S. Source: Growth Management through 
Development Timing. Center for Urban Regional 
Studies. University of North Carolina. Chapel 
Ril1, 1974. 
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Pùbllc land management 
19 38 44 (16) 2.25 

large lot lonin9 (2+ 
38 23 lS aern) (39) 2.31 23 

Preferential tax policies 2.50 14 29 50 7 
(14) 

Zoning change moratoria 
(ldmlnistrative)[9] 2.44 221 ln 221 

Tfmed development 
ordinance ~eJ 1.88 38 38 25 

iTans'er of development 
Tights [7] 2.43 14 43 29 

J~pact 20nin9 [7] 1.86 29 57 14 
land banking (4) 2.25 SO 25 

Oth~r ac~ulsition poli- 
clts 4J . 1.50 50 50 

l4 

·Effectlveness Index: This rating is essentially the mean effectiveness rating 9lve~ to the 
tool or technique by the evaluating agencies. It is derived by assigning a score of t 
for. rating of very effective, 2 for moderately effective, 3 for slightly effective, 
and ( for not effective. Th'! index Is the average (me~n) score. Thus, the tO~I' the 
Inde. ~umher, the hl9her the perceived effectiveness. 

Figure 2.6. Perceived Eff ec t ivorie s s of Development Timing Tools and Techniques. 
Source: Brower et al., Growth Management through Development Timing. 
Center for Urban and Regional Studies. University of North Carolina, 
1974, pp. 175-177. 
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to reflect the perspectives and goals of these departments. Nevertheless, the 

survey results prove to be very significant. 

2.8.2 Perceived Effectiveness of Development Moratoria 

Evaluation of the effectiveness of the type of moratoria was undertaken 

by Brower and Owen on the following basis. Planning directors responded by 

indicating how they felt about the use of techniques. Hence the evaluation is 

a subjective one. 

liThe survey results indicate that the effec~ive use of 
any particular dev Lce depends greatly on local cir 
cumstances - the strength and type of localized 
development pre3sure, the design of the particular 
device and the way In which it is administered. As is 
shown in (Figure 2.5) many individual devices were ranked 
as 'very effective' in some jurisdictions, while in 
others, the same tool was often rated 'not effective' 
in others. Therefore the experiences of these communities 
indicate that perhaps no one tool or technique can be 
recommended as the solution to development timing problems. 
Rather, these responses generally indicate that a mix of 
devices will be selected by each community."18 

Howeve r , in spite of the caution expressed by Brower and Owen, it is 

clear that certain techniques had a greater (perceived) effectiveness than 

others. Figure 2.6 demonstrates that water/sewer hookup, followed by subdivision 

moratoria were ranked as the most effective growth management tools. The reader 

is reminded that the effectiveness index is inversely related to the perceived 

effectiveness. Thus, the lower the index number, the higher the perceived 

effectiveness. Subdivision moratoria ranked 1.71, whereas down zoning (2.16) 

and agricultural zoning (ranked 2.19) were considered less effective. The 

distribution of the most effective techniques (water/sewer hookup and subdivision 

moratoria) indicate slight variation in the responses. Hence this lack of variation 

In response is further evidence that subdivision moratoria is indeed a significant 

device used to control urban growth. 
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While evidence of growth moratoria techniques have not been studied in 

Canada, we do find that the increasing municipal costs of providing housing 

related services, has been addressed by imposing bedroom taxes, offsite 

servicing as well as educational land dedication. In essence, the new housing 

units are being forced to pay more and more of the indirect costs associated 

with urban growth. 

2.9 Municipal Lot Levies: Indirect Taxation by Municipalities 

The imposition of lot levies on the land developer has become an 

inherent part of the land use regulatory process. In particular, lot levies 

can be expected as the cost of new developments outstrip the municipalities' 

ability to pay for long run infrastructure improvements. Lot levies are often 

only the tip of the iceberg as other offsite services (park land dedication, 

sport facilities, trunk line services) can be demanded by the municipalities 

from the developer. In effect the negotiation over lot levies, offsite 

services, becomes a central point in the negotiation or bargaining that occurs 

between the regulators in the municipalities and the land development industry. 

Lot levies and offsite services can be applied in situations when 

housing prices are increasing because of the ease in which these costs may be 

passed on to the consumer. In the cases when housing prices are not rising 

rapidly, the imposition of these offsite costs effectively reduce the profits of 

the land developer. 

Lot levies and offsite services also appeal to the municipality because 

there is no effective political opposition to the tax imposed. In an environment 

where taxes in general are rising, municipalities find it convenient to tax the 

new housing because the new housing consumer has no way to politically challenge 

the tax. The levies and services also appeal to the existing residents of a 

municipality because often these services improve the quality of existing neighborhoods. 
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Review of the literature regarding lot levies, but not offsite services, 

revealed the following municipal levies. These figures were obtained from draft 

copies of Frank Clayton's report to the Task Force on the Supply and Price of 

Serviced Land (1977). 19 As Clayton notes, the figures must be used with 

extreme caution because they do not include trunk service extensions as well 

as the other offsite costs noted above by this author. 
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a 
Dollars 

St. John's 
Saint John 
Halifax 

Nil 
Nil 
500 

Montreal 
Brossard 
St. Hubert 
Laval 
Longueuil 

Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 

Gloucester 
London 
Burlington 
Hamilton 
Scarborough 
Mississauga 

900 
366 

2,060 + 600 (region) 
750 

1,240 
1,293 + 1,720 (region) 

Saskatoon 
Calgary 
Edmonton 

1,532 
1,250 
2,500 

Vancouver 
Coquitlam 
Port Coquitlarn 
Delta 
Surrey 
Richmond 
Prince George 

Nil 
600 
750 

1,000 
1,555 
2,800 

950 

Table 2.7. Municipal Lot Levies on New Single Detached Houses. 
Selected Municipalities in Canada May 1977. Source: 
Frank Clayton, Taxation and the Supply and Price of 
Serviced Residential Land originally submitted to 
Federal-Provincial Task Force on the Supply and 
Price of Serviced Land (1977). 

aUse with extreme caution. Municipalities having small levies could 
require developer to construct trunk service extensions to service his 
property. Municipalities having large levies in some instances may 
pay the cost of extending trunk services. Some municipalities may 
impose large levies and still require developer to extend trunk services. 
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3.0 Classifying The Land Use Regulation Process 

3.1 Major Zoning Changes (Those With High Visibility) 

The hypothesis that decreasing land inventory and increasing approval times 

have been instrumental in restricting supply and consequently increasing land 

prices must be related to a specific classification level within the land use 

regulation process. For example, a rezoning of a residential area from Al 

(detached houses, one dwelling, two storeys) to A2 (detached, bungalow type, 

one dwelling) can be expected to require quicker approval (the zoning change is 

relatively minor and the impact on neighborhood stability is minimal) compared 

to a request for zoning and subdivision approval with an official planning 

amendment. Figure 3.1 shows four classifications of the subdivision approval 

process identified by the Ontario government. Each subtype has a specific 

purpose or so it would appear on the surface. For example, the Ontario government 

estimated that without rezoning, subdivision approval would require about 12 months. 

A developer seeking to gain no benefit from any possible rezoning would be faced 

with this delay as various levels of government respond to develop a given piece 

o[ land. (Figure 3.1) 

At the other end of the planning spectrum is the subdivision approval which 

requires not only rezoning (for example from agricultural to D3/4 single units, 

semi detached, three to four storeys); but in addition requires official amendment 

of the municipal plan (a new area for subdivision may be requested which previously 

was not part of the infrastructure service network). In this case an estimated 

20-32 months would be required. Referring to Figure 3.2, it can be expected 

that as each purpose addresses itself to more complex issues, the subdivision 

approval process will become more lengthy. Hypothetically Figure 3.2 illustrates 

the time to complete a given type of subdivision approval. For example, with 

increased numbers of participants, time to complete approval can be expected to be 

significantly greater at any point in time for type 1 (subdivision approval only) 
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Minimum 
(Months) 

Maximum 
(Months) Type 

Subdivision Approval 12 24 1 

Subdivision Approval 
with Rezoning 16 28 2 

Subdivision Approval 
with Official Plan 
Amendment 16-18 28-30 3 

Subdivision Approval with 
Rezoning and Official 
Plan Amendment 20-22 32 4 

Figure 3.1 Classification of the types of subdivision approvals 
in Ontario. Estimated minimum and maximum periods of 
time of approval (1975). Source: Ministry of Treasury 
Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs in The 
Residential Development Approval Process in Canada: A 
Preliminary Review. C.M.H.C. 1975. 
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& 

72 
Time To 

60 
Complete 

Subdivision 48 

Approval 36 

Months 
24 

12 - 

Type 1 

Normal Revision Requirements 

Few Several Many 

Levels Of Decision Making 
And/Or 

Multiplicity of Goals 

Figure 3.2 Expected time to complete subdivision approvals by 
type of subdivision. Time to complete is dependant 
on decision making levels, multiplicity of goals and 
type of process. Figure 3.2 describes the type of 
process. 
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as compared to type 4 (subdivision approval with rezoning and official plan 

amendments). 

In fact as we progress from type I approval to type 4 approval, 

uncertainty as to benefits and costs increase immensely for developer, municipal 

council and the household sector. In particular the approval process of types 

2, 3, 4, become decision-making processes under conditions of severe uncertainty 

(development costs must be projected for 36 months; housing prices must be 

projected for at least four year~ and finally the municipal government must have 

some idea of budgetary requirements not only when subdivided land is developed, 

but more importantly after the housing has been constructed and occupied 

(neighborhood protection, educational costs etc.). 

3.2 The Realities in Classification in Zoning 

From the previous example, it is obvious that any analyses of the business 

risk of land use regulation must identify the type and consequently the 

appropriate risk level of the zoning request. Just as obvious is the fact that 

the delineation of approval types is somewhat general - as reality suggests that 

there is a greater multitude of levels of land use regulation which require 

administrative control, i.e. not only residential change, but a mix of residential, 

commercial and industrial uses. 

As noted In discussion with the planning department of the City of Montreal, 

the zoning system is not based on explicit household or population per acre, but 

is based on the type of buildings (detached, semi-detached etc.) as well as number 

of storeys. Table 3.3 illustrates the classification system used. Professor 

Farley of the McGill University School of Planning further adds that in some 

instances, particularly in new subdivisions, that a combination of population 

density and height or bulk limitations apply to the zoning decision. 

While Table 3.3 indicates the possible universe of zoning changes, Tables 

3.4 and 3.5 reveal the percentage of decisions made by type of zoning change. 
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Type Classification Code 

Residential 

Al Detached houses, one dwelling, two storeys. 

A2 Detached houses, one dwelling, bungalow type. 

A3 Detached or semi-detached houses, one dwelling, 
two storeys. 

A4 Detached or semi-detached houses, one dwelling, 
one or two storeys. 

AS Detached, semi-detached, one dwelling, one storey. 

BI Detached or semi-detached houses, two dwelling, two 
storeys. 

C Detached houses, three dwellings, semi-detached houses, 
two dwellings, two storeys. 

Cl Detached or semi detached houses, three dwellings, two 
storeys. 

Dl If single units, maximum four storey; if semi-detached, 
maximum three storey; if row housing, maximum two storeys 
(1968). 

02 Two or three storey buildings. If single storey one or 
more units; if semi-detached, three units maximum per 
floor; if row, two units maximum per floor. 

D3 Two or three storey houses (1970). 

03/4 Single units/semi-detached, three or four storeys. 
No limit on housing units (1974). 

03/6 Five storey detached houses. 

DS/lO Two to six storey houses. 

Commercial 

• Class 1 (2) Two storey buildings . 
1 (3) Two or three storey buildings. 
1 (5) Five storey. 

Class 2 Two to four storey buildings. 

Industrial 

Class 1 
2 

Light industrial. 
Heavy industrial. 

Table 3.3 City of Montreal zoning classification system (1979). 
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Relative 
Original Subsequent Absolute Freq. 

Land Use/Density Land Use/Density Freg. (PCT) 

R(low) R(high) 17 21.0 

R(high) R(low) 3 3.7 

C(low) C(high) 3 3.7 

I(low) I (high) 2 2.5 

I (high) I(low) 1 1.2 

R C 13 16.0 

R I 5 6.2 

C R 2 2.5 

I R 3 3.7 

I C 1 1.2 

M M 4 4.9 

M I 2 2.5 

I A 1 1.2 

A I 1 1.2 

Other 4 5.0 

NA 18 22.2 - 
Total 81 100.0 

Table 3.4 By-law amendments in major zoning changes by type 
in city of Montreal 1966-1977. R=Residential; 
C=Commercial; I=Industrial; A=Agricultural; 
M=Mixed. Source of data is from sample of city 
of Montreal archives and is based on complete 
sample of wards of Ahuntsic, Rivière des Prairies 
and Montreal East. 
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For simplicity, some aggregation was undertaken. Low density residential land 

(RLow) being rezoned at a higher density (R High) exhibited a frequency of 21%. 

Down zoning is shown as R(High)to R(Low) and represents 3.7% of the total. Change 

from residential to commercial is shown by symbols R to C and accounts for 

16.0% of the major zoning changes. 

3.2.1 Plan d'ensemble 

As noted in Table 3.5, the concept of "Plan d'ensemble" has been used in 

7 of the 81 cases studied. Plan d'ensemble is a concept similar to a land use 

contract used in British Columbia where the land use contract was originally 

devised as a means of avoiding the lengthy subdivision process, but came to be 

used as a device to raise extra municipal revenues. Plan d'ensemble is an 

administrative tool used where a comprehensive development of commercial 

residential is being proposed. Rather than treat the project in relation to 

the existing zoning; the project is treated on its own merits, but still must 

honor previous height limits. An in-depth example of plan d'ensemble will be 

reviewed in Part II of this paper. 

3.3 Minor Zoning Requests (Those Little Day to Day Decisions) 

The previous sections (3.1 and 3.2) have delineated a more obvious type 

of classification - zoning by density. However, a subterranean world of 

zoning requests exist which cannot readily be classified. In particular, issues 

arise over setbacks - either toward or away from the street; change in construc 

tion standard - either a reduction of standards if previous is over-specified 

or an increase in standards if previous standard is under-specified. Combina 

tions exist - change in density plus change in setback. Buildings need enlarging; 

public services need to be ungraded. Demolitions are requested and demolitions 

are opposed. These zoning requests are not the heavy weight issues, but require 
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Relative 
Absolute Freq. 

~ Freg. (PCT) 

N.A. 4 4.9 

Change in zoning 49 60.5 

Demolition requested 1 1.2 

Demolition opposed 1 1.2 

Setback (- ) 1 1.2 

Setback (+) 4 4.9 

Increase height (+) 1 1.2 

Construction standard (- ) 1 1.2 

Construction standard (+) 1 1.2 

Enlarge building 1 1.2 

New allotment 1 1.2 

Public services requested 4 4.9 

Plan d ' ensemble 7 8.6 

Correction to zoning (for 
infilled areas) 2 2.5 

Other 3 3.6 --- 
Total 81 100.0 

Table 3.5 By-law amendments in minor zoning changes by 
type in city of Montreal 1965-1977. Source 
of data is from sample of city of Montreal 
archives based on the wards of Ahuntsic, 
Riviére des Prairies and Montreal East. 
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official by-law amendment nevertheless. These requests make up 25.8% of the 

total sample studied in the city of Montreal (Table 3.5). 
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PART II: REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT 

4.0 Land Use Regulation in Quebec (Provincial) 

Part II studies the impact of land use regulation on the land development 

industry in Quebec. This section has two major purposes. First, these 

regulations serve as a comparison for the other three studies in Toronto, 

Edmonton and Vancouver. Second, because of the difficulty in objectively 

assessing the impact of these regulations either from a regulatory conflict 

or social value viewpoint, a study was undertaken of those firms involved in 

the land development industry. Consequently a summary review of subjective 

evaluation of the participants in the zoning and subdivision approvals was 

used to determine the magnitude of the land regulation problem. The responses 

of the participants served then as a determinant of the possible conflict that 

the rules and regulations actually are causing in land development in Quebec. 

The major land use regulatory acts are segregated on the basis of their 

impact on land use. Table 4.1 reveals the major acts - Cities and 'Towns; 

Cadastre; Quebec Housing Corporation; International Airport, Health, Social 

Services; Cultural Projects; Environmental Quality and Act to Preserve 

Agricultural Land. Each of these acts was examined as of 1979 in order to 

determine the specific impact on the various aspects of land use regulation. 

From the wording of the regulation it is difficult to ascertain any degree 

of overlap. For example under the Subdivision portion of the Cities and Towns 

Act, the municipalities have the power to prohibit construction or subdivision 

if the project does not comply with the bylaws of that municipality. Second, 

the minimum area and dimension of the lot, must take into account the nature 
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of the soil, public works and installations. The wording is so general that 

it remains to examine the specific case to see if conflict arises. Consequently, 

the purpose of this section will be to summarize the individual portions of 

the acts as shown in Table 4.1 and, as noted in the opening paragraph of this 

section, the impact of the regulation will be assessed by reviewing the response 

surveying the land developers. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 indicate the actual wording 

or intent of the specific acts. Finally in Table 4.4, building and servicing 

standards of federal agencies are outlined. These standards would apply if 

they exceed the Quebec standards and are applicable only if adopted by 

provincial authorities. 

4.1 Land Use Regulation Effects on Land Development 

A survey of land development and/or housing developers in the Montreal 

suburban region (Laval, South Shore, West Island) was originally undertaken 

with the hypothesis that regulation would have had a significant negative 

impact on land development. Indeed, the survey was also structured so as to 

illustrate the response that the industry had developed to increasing land 

use regulations. 

Original plans were to sample 100 firms in the greater Montreal region and 

evaluate their response to seven land use regulations for the years 1980, 1975, 

and 1972. However, it was difficult to find firms which developed land either 

for their own building portfolio or for sale. Housing starts in Montreal 

declined from 37,531 in 1976 to 16,188 in 1979, and consequently, many land- 

1 housing developers had closed operations. 

Second, land zoning and subdivision does not automatically result in servicing 

as in Ontario. The land-housing developer is not responsible for servicing and 

financing as this is the responsibility of the municipality. Consequently, 

integrated land development firms do not exist to the degree that they do in 
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Calgary, Edmonton, Toronto or Vancouver. 

Finally, after evaluating the results of 25 firms either in the land and/or 

housing development business, it was concluded that conflicts from overlapping 

regulations did not exist and that most of the regulation was generally accepted 

as being socially useful by the land-housing developers. The following discussion 

summarizes part of the findings of the survey and extends the analysis to the 

issue of concentration (which was one that many land-housing developers commented 

on unofficially). 

A comparison of Montreal lot prices with other cities, to measure the 

impact of regulation, is compounded by several factors. 

First, as a comparison of regulation with other provinces should reveal, 

there is a minimum of regulation in Quebec. Sec.and, Montreal Ls an ideal city for 

competitive land development. The city is situated on a limitless plain, 

in the sense that the city can theoretically grow for miles in any direction 

without major physical constraints (like Lake Ontario in the case of Toronto 

or the Coastal mountains and the inlets in the case of Vancouver). Third, 

the demand for land for housing has been much lower than in any other major 

Canadian city during the 1970's. Montreal has not been a growth city. 

Fourth, the municipalities have serviced and financed the land for subdivision 

in Quebec. No one company can integrate fully from the land development stage 

through housing cons t ruct Lon to the mastery of the final product. 

The servicing and financing of residential land removes two of the 

regulatory effects that are the major complaints of land developers in Vancouver, 

Toronto and Edmonton. The municipality services land to the standard that it 

desires. Questions of over-specification (gold plated services) as noted by 

Seidel are not an issue. Questions regarding cost sharing on a new area of 

development also are relegated to the internal decision-making of the municipality. 

For example, in Ontario and B.C. if a developer wants to develop a significant 

distance from an existing serviced area, all trunk line costs, etc. must be 

borne by the new development. A developer will wish to minimize these costs 
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and pro-rate them over the entire area so subsequent developments will carry 

equivalent infrastructure costs. In Quebec, this problem does not exist as 

a bargaining issue between land developer and municipal government, because 

the municipality must decide on areas to service. 

Fifth, the land-housing development industry remains far less concentrated2 

in Quebec than in the rest of Canada. The distribution of land relative to . 

total income for the Quebec land-housing development industry remains much 

more normally distributed than the rest of Canada. In Canada, for example 

from Figure 4.2 we find that the seven largest land-housing developers (annual 

sales greater than $10 million) for 43.1% of land sales. This class of 

developer (sales greater than $10 million) does not ~ exist in Quebec. The 

next lower class (annual income $2 - $9.9 million) accounts for 24.6% of land 

sales in Canada. In Quebec the similar class size accounts for 34.7% 

of land sales. The medium sized firms ($100,000 to $1,000,000 annual sales) 

sell proportionately more land sales than their counterparts in Canada. 

Comparable distributions exist when we extend the analysis to the building 

sector as well. 

The concentration issue becomes far more pronounced when we compare 

the major provinces against the concentration in Quebec. By eliminating the 

downward bias caused by the Maritimes, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Quebec, we 

find significant concentration in Alberta, and Ontario compared to Quebec. 

Based on 1977 figures, Alberta exhibits the greatest market power by large 

firms (sales> $1 million) 89% of all land sold in 1977, was marketed by 14.7% 

of all firms. Quebec is more competitive than Ontario, in that 62.5% of all land 

was marketed by 15.8% of all firms; Ontario exhibits figures of 65.2% of all land 

marketed by 4.2% of all firms. B.C. would appear to be as competitive as Quebec 

as 55.8% of all land is marketed by 4.5% of all firms. This concentration has 

increased significantly in all four provinces since 1973. 
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The concentration figures are indicative of market power of large 

land development companies. The concentration figures are presented for 

two purposes. First, they reveal that in Quebec, concentration of market 

power is less likely to influence or dominate the decisions of the regulators. 

Second, the figures indicate that the original scope of land use regulation 

must be related to the concentration and market power of the firm. As noted 

in the background review, it is difficult to determine if the regulation causes 

increased industry concentration or whether the imposition of regulation requires 

greater economies of scale by the firm. The issue remains to be investigated by 

studying the behaviour pattern of the real estate industry over time. This 

issue was beyond the scope of this study, but remains one of immediate and crucial 

concern.3 

The near normal distribution of the land-housing development industry 

in Quebec, means a more significant bargaining process can go on between 

the land-housing developer and the municipality.. In fact, as the regulation 

survey on development most clearly pointed out, expectations of zoning 

change were moderate. Excess demands were not forced on the municipality 

because the developer was not in a strong oligopolistic position to do so. 

In addition, the developer did not have to contend with the issue of more 

intensive land use because of rapidly rising land prices. In brief, 

demand and supply for zoned land are in equilibrium in Montreal. 

Third, due to the lack of rapid increases and high price of land,4 we 

do not find a need to use land more intensively. Consequently, developers 

do not have to demand zoning changes that are significantly different than 

the existing land use. Municipal authorities and planners are not subject 

to growth pressures as is true in Edmonton, Toronto and Vancouver. Indeed, 

in reply to the question of off-site service requirements, we found that 

demands for green space dedication, public services by the municipalities 

were virtually non-existent. 
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Lastly, but not necessarily of minor significance, the land use regulation 

process, is not highly centralized in Quebec. No regional governments exist, 

as in the case of Ontario, or metro government as in the case of Winnipeg. 

The levels of authority are fewer. Land use regulation is supervised by far 

fewer agencies in Quebec than in Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia. 

4.~ The Servicing of land hy municipalities 

The foregoing discussion emphasizes that it is not the regulation per se 

which influences the land development, but rather a series of combined factors. 

Further, the above discussion does not indicate that problems do not exist in 

the land development industry in Quebec. In fact, most respondents to the study 

complained that the slowness of municipal servicing was their major problem. 

The following figures illustrate the percentage of new residential acreage 

requiring approval for: 

1980 1975 1972 

1. Construction permit 14 34 42 

2. Zoning change 31 32 20 

3. Subdivision 28 23 20 

4. Servicing 78 66 58 

Figure 4.3 Percentage acreage of land held in 
various stages of development in 
Montreal environs. Based on 
developer survey 1980. Servicing 
ranks as a most significant problem. 
Percentage figures may exceed 100 
percent because land held may fit 
more than one category. 
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4.3 Percentage of Regulatory Control 

Given that the provincial legislation did not cause significant regulatory 

overlap, and in fact questions on the land use regulatory survey revealed few 

spec t f Lc comp La Int s on a municipal basts, the emphas i sor the study was shi fte.d 

to attempting to evaluate the complexity of zoning (Le. the risk to the firm) 

in relationship to the characteristics of the initiator of the project and the 

regulatory environment of the municipality on a reduced basis of study. Instead 

of being able to examine major trade-offs between actors in the bargaining process, 

a modified bid-ask model was designed. The lack of specific trade-offs changed 

the study of the equitability of the land development process. Instead of studying 

the political/economic trade-offs in a dynamic sense, as was the case in the 

selected (Winnipeg) case study, a static analysis was designed. 

However, before we present the bid-ask bargaining model, it is appropriate 

to review the depth of regulatory control. Appendix D presents the by-law 

modifications. The final review of the by-laws affecting residential supply proved 

to be startling. As is revealed in column five of Figure 4.4, only 6.5% of all 

residential construction in the wards of Ahuntsic, Montreal East and Rivière 

des Prairies require by-law modification of any type, either major or minor. 

This indeed was startling news, as prior to the study it was expected that 

housing units requiring regulatory administration would have reached at least 

thirty percent (based on Ontario observations). 

In order to verify the results of Figure 4.4 percentages were calculated 

on a different basis - again the results were consistent - less than 5% of all 

10% of all residential units would be subject to by-law control. He suggested 

residential buildings were subject to by-law control. Finally we also contacted 

Robert Petrelli to further validate the results. He estimated that less than 

"that contractors build in the similar fashion or 
zoning as the surrounding area - so that up zoning 
requests are unusual."S 
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References: Chapter 4 

1. The term land-housing developer is used in this section to denote the fact 
that a combination of land and housing corporations may subdivide and build 
on the serviced land. The land is serviced by the municipality. Consequently 
there are no pure land developers in Quebec as there are in Ontario, B.C. or 
Alberta where land servicing and financing is the responsibility of the 
private sector. 

2. Figures are developed from Statistics Canada, 64-208, Table 5 (1973) and 
Table 1 (1977). 

3. The issue of concentration of land marketed by large firms should not be 
confused with the study undertaken by Markusen [ 24 ]. Markusen analyzed 
concentration of raw land holdings in Canadian cities. He concluded that 
no oligopolistic power was to be found in the land development industry 
based on his use of raw land holdings. The issue of supply of serviced 
land remains unresolved. 

4. Land prices (NHA financed buildings) 

1975 1980 

Vancouver 

$ 2,709 

$24,377 

$13,178 

$21,957 

$ 4,038 

$25,876 

$31,079 

$23,296 

Montreal 

Toronto 

Edmonton 

Figures are based on Canadian Real Estate 1980, Toronto. 
A.E. LePage, 1980, p. 7.* 

5. Robert Petrelli. Urbaniste. (Montreal: University of Quebec at Montreal) . 
March 1980. 

*Land prices are average and do not reflect locational differences. 
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PART III 

5.0 Predicting the Risk of Zoning Change 

In this section, a model is derived for differentiating regulatory 

risk within the municipal land regulation process. The model is based on 
• 

the rational expectations model reviewed in the background literature and 

is coupled with the notion that time to complete the approval process 

can be used to estimate the regulatory risk. 

5.1 A First Approximation of Zoning Demand: Originator or Developer 

The development first is assumed to be concerned with maximizing 

expected return (for a given level of risk) and that second, the firm 

is risk averse. A small firm will be more risk averse than a large one. 

A small firm is unlikely to request a land use regulatory change of a 

large magnitude regardless of the size of that project. In other words, 

a small land developer in keeping with his risk averse nature would 

likely request a small change in zoning relative to the neighbourhood 

(setback, increased height limitation or change from Al to A2) because the 

likelihood of approval can be expected to be higher and the approval time 

can be expected to be reduced. The larger land developer would be likely 

to be willing to risk a large change in land use relative to the neighborhood 

although the possibility of realizing the land use change would either be 

less likely or that the approval process would require a longer period 

for approval. 

Expected time to complete (originator) = f (requested zoning change; 

complexity of zoning change; néighborhood density factors) •••••.• Equation 4.1 
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5.2 A First Approximation of Zoning Supp Iy; Regulation 

Municipal authorities, like their counterparts land developers, can 

be expected to be risk averse. Consequently a zoning decision which 

affects neighborhood instability (dissatisfaction) can be expected to receive 

important consideration. A request for a significant zoning change i~ a 

neighborhood can be expected to arouse significantly more unrest (citizen 

participation, displacement problems) than one which requests a land use 

marginally better than that presently in use. The municipal authorities 

are by the nature of the task, required to examine and spend considerable 

time in determining whether the zoning requests are in keeping with the 

character of the existing stability of the neighborhood. In large scale 

projects, this examination would be much more difficult as criteria of 

similarity, analogy are much more difficult to analyze. Consequently 

zoning requests which result in land use marginally higher than existing 

land use, can be considered to be less complex, can be based on past 

precedent and can be completed in a more routine (hence shorter) manner 

than zoning requests which could result in land values significantly more 

valuable (higher) than that presently in use. 

In short, the criteria by which land use zoning is determined 

in the form of bid-ask equations becomes less specific and less routine as 

zoning requests involve proportionately greater shifts in land use. 

Expected time to complete (regulator) = g (requested zoning change, 

past precedent in given ward, complexity of zoning change, neighborhood 

stability factors, level of regulators, number of regulators) ••••• Equation 4.2 
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5.3 Model Specification 

By combining the expected bid-ask equations, we observe a reduced 

form equation of the following type from which we can derive a discriminatory 

function. 

Z c h(ZC; PZP; CZC; NDF; SIZE; NR; LR, TO, TC) ••••••••••••• Equation 4.3 

where TC = time to complete total zoning approval; a measure of risk to the 
firm documented in days 

ZC E requested zoning change measured on a hierarchical ranking of 
increasing land values 

PZP = past zoning precedent in a given ward or municipality; measured 
on the basis of similar zoning within last three years 

CZA = zoning approvals currently under review (similar type in the 
ward); measured in qualitative terms 

CZC = complexity of zoning change measured by the number of zoning 
changes involved in a given land use transaction 

NDF - neighborhood density factor (a factor to measure importance of 
dwelling type in a given area); measured on a basis of housing 
type (alternate variable for ZC) 

SIZE = area of project; measured in acres 

NR = number of regulators in the land use process; measured on a 
qualitative basis with most important being ranked first 

LR = levels of regulators in the land use process; measured on the 
number of administrative levels at each level of government 

TO = type of originator of zoning request; measured on an 
organizational basis 

5.4 Explanation of Independent Variables 

Time to complete: (TC) 

This variable is used as a means of measuring regulatory risk. The 

greater the length of time to approve, the greater the uncertainty or risk 
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to the firm. A survey of developer reaction to increased municipal regulation 

revealed that firms rely strongly on current regulation as a means of 

reducing risk to the firm. Consequently the reaction of the firm with 

further risk reduction strategies is considered unlikely within the context 

of this study and time to complete becomes a good measure of risk. 

Zoning change requested: (ZC) 

This variable is used to measure the requested zoning change on 

a relative basis. A relatively small change in land use may be expected to 

be completed more quickly than a large change in land use. This variable 

is used to capture the magnitude of wealth transfer that will accrue to the 

land developer. The greater the wealth transfer the greater the likelihood 

for a long approval delay and/or the greafer the likelihood that the 

municipality will demand offsite servicing or payments in lieu of servicing. 

In order to measure the wealth transfer it was necessary to develop 

a proxy for the actual land wealth being created as a result of the zoning 

change. Consequently a hierarchial ranking of land values was developed 

based on the premise that agricultural land values had lowest value per 

acre. Land values progressively more valuable are residential, industrial, 

commercial and mixed use is deemed to have highest and best use. Fip,ure 5.4 

illustrates the hierarchial ranking used in establishing a qualitative 

ranking for regression purposes. Wealth transfer for both the private and 

public sector is assumed to be the same as a result of a given decision. 

For example, should a zoning request from residential (low) to residential 

(high) be granted, a wealth transfer accrues to the private sector and as 

a result of this increased tax revenue received by the public sector on 

that specific property, the public purse also benefits. 
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First reflection of the down zoning would suggest that losses should 

occur i.e. private land values would decrease; therefore taxes would decrease. 

We would expect the zoning benefit/loss distribution to be symmetrical 

over the entire range of the land use. However, such a distribution would 

only result if all land on the market was in fact zoned to market conditions 

i.e. that the land values and land use were fully reflected in the zoning 

designation. In all probability, zoning is an application of wide sweeps 

of the administrative pen, so that the areas zoned for a particular use are 

in excess supply relative to the actual demand. Consequently, any down 

zoning request will result in productive use of a given parcel of land, 

albeit the designation may have been down-graded; the actual productive 

use of the parcel will increase as use will actually be made of the parcel 

and taxes can be assessed on the productive value. 

This variable is used to measure the experience factor gained by 

previous projects of a similar nature. If previous projects have established 

the necessary criteria for approval, then the subsequent zoning requests 

should be dealt with much more quickly. In measuring this variable a 

qualitative approach was used such that if a similar zoning request was 

undertaken within a previous three year span, the precedent would be 

considered to be valuable in establishing criteria for the current case. 

Past zoning precedent: (PZP) 

Size (area) factor: (SIZE) 

This variable measures size of the area under study. The larger 

the area the more likely large projects were being proposed or staged 

developments were going to occur. Consequently, it was hypothesized that 
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more discussion on the proposal would occur either by the agency groups or 

by neighborhood groups either hostile or friendly to the project. Time to 

complete would increase as size of project increased 

Number of regulato~s: (NR) 

This variable was used to measure process time. The larger the 

number of regulators, the greater the time to approve. 

Levels of regulators: (LR) 

This variable was used to specify a hierarchial dominance of a 

low level jurisdiction over all higher level jurisdiction, as noted in 

section 2 and the review of the Kent case study. It is hypothesized 

that the greater the complexity of the land use exchange, the more likely 

that approval will be increased. 

Neighborhood density factor: (NDF) 

This variable was used to measure the importance of existing dwellings 

or neighborhoods on the decision to zone or rezone. The greater the 

difference between the request and the existing neighborhood, the greater 

the possibility that time to approve would increase. It would appear 

that the neighborhood density (stability) factor would be highly correlated 

to the zoning change (ze). In this case the density was used to capture 

a more explicit measure of the neighborhood change than would be possible 

by the ze variable. NDF used as an alternate measure of ze. 
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!5.5 Sample Selection 

5.5.1 Macro Basis 

Several factors led to the selection of the wards within the City 

of Montreal for the land use study. First, no study had ever been undertaken 

on land use regulation in the City of Montreal. Second, the political 

leadership of the city remained in the hands of one person during the 

period of the study. Unlike other major metropolitan areas where political 

leadership changed drastically (e.g. Toronto and Vancouver in the mid 

seventies), the administration of the Drapeau government is continuous 

throughout the period of study 1966 to 1977. Third, MOntreal provided 

a large percentage of the new housing units to the market (Census 

Metropolitan Area) and in addition because of the central location, a 

significant percentage (33%) of the construction was of a connnercial 

nature (which suggests that the approval process is more likely to be 

routinized). Because of the importance of the commercial development, we 

expected that we would be able to observe a more definite land use regulatory 

process than would be possible in those small municipalities where development 

was far less routine and based on sporadic residential approval. 

The wards selected for the land use regulatory 100% sample were Ahunts~r, 

Rivière des Prairies and Montreal East. All three wards contain varying 

degrees of institutional (4.5% to 22.1%) industrial (23.2% to 12.6%) 

commercial (7.3% to 1.3%) and residential (6.5% to 14.9%) construction. 

Consequently, if bias exists, the sample is also representative of non 

residential land use regulation as well as residential. 

In addition, the continuing study of single family housing by the 

Institute Nationale Research Scientific: Urbanization,of the University 
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of Quebec (INRS) in Montreal, suggested that better understanding of both 

land use and single famiiy housing location would result if this study 

were tied geographically to that of the INRS. Consequently, in selecting 

areas for sampling by-laws, wards were analyzed in conjunction with the 

samples originally undertaken by the INRS. 

In order to assess the regulatory environment, a review of all 

by-laws written from 1964 to 1979 was recorded for the wards of Ahuntsic, 

Rivière des Prairies and Montrèal East. This review was undertaken in order 

to determine the degree of complexity, the aboslute number and possible 

combinations of zoning regulation. Appendix D outlines the result of this 

review. 

5.5.2 l'licro Basis 

After the selection of the wards of Ahuntsic, Rivière des Prairies 

and i10ntreal East, it was important to recognize that the complexity of 

zoning change could influence time to approve. consequently, we sorted the 

samples from the above wards on the basis of complexity of zoning and then 

proceeded to empirically test on this basis. 

Zonit'g changes may be of a simple type - i.e. from a simple use to 

another use. They also may be complex i.e. from more than one type to 

more than one use. Figure 5.4 illustrates that 39% of all zoning requests 

involved a decision to zone from a simple type to complex type of land use 

or from a complex type to simple or finally from a complex type to a complex 

t}~e. For example, a request to change the zoning from Al to A2 would be 

considered simple or a one for one zoning change. A request to change an 

area presently zoned to two uses (A3, A4) to commercial would be a change 

from complex to a single type of use. 
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For purposes of this study, the breakdown as shown in Figure 5.3 

represented the aggregation levels used in empirically testing the model. 

Observations % 

Simple zoning change to simple zoning change 41 60 

Simple zoning c.hange to complex zoning change 7 la 

Complex zoning change to simple zoning change 8 11 

Complex zoning change to complex zoning change 13 19 

Total 69 100 

Figure 5.3 Complexity of zoning process based on type of zoning 
change requested. 

5.6 Variables Specified But Not Estimated 

As will become evident~ the regulatory risk model becomes very difficult 

Second, threshold effects exist. For example, the past zoning precedents, 

to estimate for several reasons. First, the model is specified generally 

in qualitative terms. Six of the eight independent variables are qualitative. 

while important for some particular land use requests are not important for 

others. In short, our inability to measure the nature of 'the precedent, 

to determine if indeed precedent does make a difference or simply acts as 

an exogenous shock to the system - combined to create estimation problems. 

Third, the number of regulators in the process (as could be determined 

from city archives in this particular study was constant). There were three 

committees and tvo council hearings. Reference to other departments were 

either limited or not recorded. 

In conclusion, four variables were discarded - past zoning precedent; 

current zoning approvals under review; number of regulators and level of 
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regulators (organizational levels) for reasons of measurement, potential 

multicollinearity, or simply because the situation did not apply (one administrative 

level). 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

5.7 Expected Riskiness and Equity by Group 

A number of risk classification groupings are considered, given the 

basic model of section III. First, we examine the equity of the decision 

making process. The criticism is often made that the regulation process is 

too long and too risky. The researcher finds it difficult to establish a 

proper manner in which to measure these allegations. 

The existence of a large number of public agencies which initiate 

their own zoning requests in Montreal, compared with the private companies, 

gives this study a unique opportunity to examine the question of equity of 

the decision making of the land use regulators. In essence, if we find that 

decisions undertaken by the regulators favor the public agencies, then we can 

conclude that the private sector is being discriminated against. 

Second, risk of land use regulation was tested by dividing the private 

sector into two groups, i.e. construction or development companies compared 

with landowners. It is hypothesized that the landowners should have less 

expertise than construction-development companies and that this lack of 

expertise would be a prime reason for a longer time to complete for the landowners. 

Third, it was hypothesized that complexity of the zoning process 

could serve as a basis for measuring regulatory risk. Consequently, the 

sample was split on several bases - simple zoning (regardless of type) with 

complex zoning (regardless of type) and simple residential zoning compared 

with other zoning (complex and simple non-residential) and simple residential 
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with simple non-residential zoning. In these particular cases it was hypothesized 

that the complex zoning would require a longer time to complete, hence a greater 

risk would be incurred than with the simple zoning. 

The question of difference of down zoning is compared with up zoning. 

The hypothesis expected here is that down zoning should be completed more 

quickly as the wealth transfer to the initiator (developer) would not be 

complicated by concerns (negotiation) regarding offsi.te requirements. 

Finally we examine the importance of minor zoning requests (setback 

change, demolition, etc.) in the overall zoning process. We examine the 

hypothesis that the time spent to complete a relatively minor change in zoning 

(albeit one without strict standards) would take longer to complete than a 

major zoning change. 

5.7.1 Equity of Decisions (Private versus Public Agency) 

Figure 5.4 summarizes the results. At first p;lance it 

would appear, that there is a significant difference between the risk 

profiles of the private and public initiators of zoning requests, based on 

the type of initiator of the project. Figure 5.4 indicates a chi-square of 

15.88 (significant at p > .021). The canonical correlation is reasonable 

1 (.633) and Wilk's lambda is .599. Percentage of groups correctly classified 

is 70.2% (67.9% for public agency compared with 73.7% for construction companies). 

Examination of the group means and the function coefficients would further 

suggest a measurable discriminatory effect. Time to complete for the public 

agency is 394.6 days compared with 485.4 days for the construction'firms. 

However, it is not the initiator of the project which is causing 

the difference. Rather it is the characteristics of the project which cause 

the discriminatory effect. The two variables which significantly influence 

time to approve are size (acreage) and type of Àuilding (density). Public 
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agencies developed average acreages of 34.7; whereas construction companies 

developed 93.1 acre subdivisions. The type of building for the public 

sector tended to be single family; whereas the construction companies were 

developing medium to high and commercial densities. Consequently, when 

adjustments are made for size of development and density level, we find 

that there is no difference in the risk of approval of a construction firm 

compared to a public agency. 

1.5 shows no discriminatory effect between public agency and 

landowner. Rèsu1ts are similar to those in 1.4. Size of development, 

the main discriminatory variable is correlated with time to approve. Type 

of originator does not cause discriminatory effects. 

5.7.2 Regulatory Risk Within the Private Sector 

In comparing the risk of approval for landowner (the non-professional 

developer) it was hypothesized that the learning experience of the construction 

company would help reduce the risk, Le. the time to complete a zoning 

approval. Unfortunately it was not possible to monitor the zoning experience 

of each of the originators of zoning requests. Rather, inductive reasoning 

was used, i.e. it was reasoned that if groupings followed the results of 

the previous section, then it would be the variables themselves which caused 

the differences and not the lack of regulatory experience. 

In comparing the risk of approval for landowners (the non-professional 

developer) with the professional construction companies, we find moderate 

discriminatory differences - differences based on size of development (13.2 

acres compared with 93.07 acres) and type of density demand (A12). See 1.6 

in Figure 5.4. Percentage groupings correctly classified is 70.59% for both 

groups (with 66.7% for landowners and 73.7% for construction companies). Wi1k's 

lambda is slightly high at .675; chi-square is 8.81 (significant at p > .266). 
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Consequently it is concluded that differences between landowners (non-professional 

developers) and the professional developer (construction companies) are based on the 

attributes of the zoning decision, rather than the existence of a regulatory 

experience factor. 

5.7.3 Complexity of Zoning and Residential Risk 

Risk in land use approval is definitely related to the complexity 

of the request of the initiator. Figure 5.5 indicates the discriminatory 

effects of different kinds of zoning decisions. The discriminatory effect 

between simple zoning and complex zoning while following the grOupings of 

the more specialized groupings (see 1.9 and 1.10 in Figure 5.5), has a lower 

overall predictability in classification (72.8%) compared with 82.7% (1.9) 

and 83.6% (1.10). As grouping of land use approvals becomes more specific, 

classification predictabiH ty improves. 

The strongest discriminatory effects are to be found in 1.9 (simple 

residential zoning compared with all other types) and 1.10 (simple residential 

and simple non-residential). The simple residential zoning requires less time 

to zone than do comparative groupings. The difference in general (see Figure 

5.5 for summary) is due to size of area being zoned and density level (A12 variable). 

Total group classification is 82.7% for 1.9 and 83.6% for 1.10. Chi-square is 

16.48 (singificant at p > .021) for 1.9 and 17.39 (significant at p > .015) for 

1.10. Canonical correlations are .51 and .65 respectively. Wilk's lambda is 

high at .7390 suggesting some problem of multicollinearity in 1.9; whereas it 

is .580 for 1.10. 
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Finally, comparison of a particularly troublesome area, down zoning, 

was undertaken with areas in which land use was intensified (up zoning). 

This case is the one exception in which time to approve was not directly 

related to size of area. In fact, the expected results of a more speedy 

approval time for down zoning did not occur. 

5.7.4 Complexity of Zoning and Minor Zoning Decisions 

In an effort to improve the predictability of the classification, the 

data base of equations in Figure 5.5, was purged of samples involving minor 

zoning decisions within the major decision zoning process. For example, if 

the land use approval required a setback change as well as change in zoning 

from Al to A2, then the sample was dropped from the following equations. 

The hypothesis studied here is that the minor decisions could act 

as a constraint on the larger, more significant zoning change. If we found 

that the modified sample base (Figure 5.6) gave reduced time to complete in 

comparison to Figure 5.5, then we could expect that the presence of setback, 

demolition requests, etc., could adversely affect time to approve. 

Review of Figure 5.6 indicates that the basic robust nature of 

equations in Figure 5.5 are maintained. In fact, by all measures, percentage 

total groups classified, Wilk's lambda and canonical correlation, predictability 

of classificDtion between p,roups is improved. Compare the Wilk's lambda for 

example in 1. 8 and 1. 8M (.65 to .62); 1. 9 and 1. 9M (.74 to .61); 1.10 and LIOM 

(.58 to .51); 1.11 and I.lJM (.23 to .21). 

Indeed as indicated by Figure 5.6 the variables of size, building 

type (density) and in some cases type of zoning continue to give the expected 

results of direct correlation with time to approval. Small areas, residential 
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buildings and residential zoning require less time to approve than large areas 

and non-residential buildings and zoning. The one exception to this finding is 

in the classification of simple and complex zoning (I.8M). 

Examining the specific hypothesis that the minor zoning request acts 

as a significant time constraint on the total process, we find support for the 

hypothesis (in equations I.8M - I.IOM and 1.10). Figure 5.7 contrasts the time to 

approve. Equation 1.8 and I.8M shows no significant difference: whereas equation 

I.10M shows the opposite effect. 

The hypothesis that the minor zoning decision acts as a significant 

constraint is further verified by examining two other sources of evidence. First, 

refer to fig~re 1.15. This figure contrasts the grouping of minor zoning changes 

with simple residential zoning. Time to approve for minor zoning changes is 282.2 

days compared with 192 days for simple zoning changes. Second, examining the results 

of down zoning with minor zoning change, we find significantly longer time to approve 

(542.4 days) than down zoning without minor zoning change (255.2 days). Up zoning 

shows 6.1% difference. This difference is not considered significant as to reject 

the hypothesis. Consequently, it appears that minor zoning decisions are either 

much more difficult to administer or to organize. 

5.7.5 Plan D'ensemble and Mixed Zoning Decisions 

Using a very limited data base, the variables of plan d' e'l~emh Le and 

mixed zoning decisions were grouped with a multiple discriminant analysis approach. 

It had been earlier hypothesized that because plan d'ensemble shared the 

organizational limelight, that decisions involved in comprehensive land use would 

be completed more quickly than the traditional mixed use approvals. Time to 

approve indeed is 24.5% less than mixed zoning decisions. However, it appears 

to be less a question of organizational limelight than one of specific factors, 

namely size of area being zoned and density level. While the discriminant 

analysis measures rank very high, it must be remembered that the small sample 
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Time to Approve I Major Zoning Time to Approve 
Request With Major Zoning I I Minor Zoning I Request Only % 

Original Classification R:equest (days) I (days) ! Difference ! I 

I Simple Zoning 290.6 308.0 I +5.6 

I Complex Zoning 456.9 I 433.5 I -5.4 
• I I I Equation 1.8 I.8M 

c 

! I 
I 

Simple Residential I Zoning 192.4 152.4 -26.2 
< I 

All Others 405.7 I 407.9 I +0.5 ! 
i , 
I I 
I Equation 1·9 L8M I 
! 
! 
1 
! Simple Residential i I 1 Zoning 

I 
192.4 152.4 -26.2 

I 
I I Simple Non-Residential I 302.2 374.8 +19.4 L Zoning 
I 

I I I 
j Equation 1. 10 L8M ! I 

Figure 5.7 Comparison of time to regulate land use zoning based 
on equations 1,8, L8M, to 1.10, L10M. 
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size tends tc> creat.e the h.,i..gh, degree of classification predictibUity. The 

results at best are suggestive, not statistically valid. 
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6.0 Ri~k in Regulatory Control: A Descriptive Approach 

While the previous section was concerned with the specification and 

testing of models for predicting regulatory risk, this section examines 

the type of zoning by the originators, the decision behaviour and the 

regulators and the time to complete for simple and complex zoning requests. 

This section will provide answers to questions regarding the cost and time 

to complete a zoning change; equitability of the zoning process; the 

effectiveness of the land development process and the change in risk 

over time. 

6.1 Effectiveness of the Land Development Process - Market Zoning 

in Montreal: An Effective Land Development Process? 

In studying land use regulation studies it is useful to have some 

evidence of what to expect. Charles [ 9 ] and Pilette [ 9 ] provide 

useful studies of land use regulation of Longueuil and an area (Jacques 

Cartier) annexed into Longueuil.1 Charles, in particular, presents some 

interesting results. Figure 6.I,translated from the original article 

entitled the Dynamics of Zoning, surprisingly indicates that some 52.2% 

of the zoning change has been initiated by the municipal authorities. 

Charles centres on the roles of each of the initiators in her articles, and 

no apparent reason is given for the high percentage of municipal initiated 

zoning. 

This phenomena of municipal initiated zoning remained but an observation 

until the same phenomena was observed in Montreal during the data collection 

for this study. The phenomena of the municipal initiated zoning is of two 

types. First there is the explicit demand by a municipality or municipal 
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LONGUEUIL 

~ator 
Clas Municipal 
Zon Private Developers Authorities Total 

1st 30 28 67 125 

2nd • 6 7 16 29 

3rd la 15 19 44 

Norm 15 la 47 72 

Total 61 60 149 

% 22.2 22.5 52.2 100 

- , 

Figure 6.1 Breakdown of amendments by land value and by sub 
category of initiator. Source: Charles [8]. 
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agency for a zoning change for municipally funded housing for example. 

More importantly, there was the observation (Table 6.2) that the planning 

authorities would often (44.4%) zone to the market at large, rather than 

specifically to the demands of the initiator. They would increase the 

• size of the area that the private initiator had requested for zoning 

change. This attitude of increasing the area of the new zoning to other 

areas other than that requested by the initiator may have been completed 

for reasons of administrative pragmatics; or for reasons of justifying a 

bylaw and subsequent infrastructure development. Whatever the reason, 

the result is that there is a sufficient supply of land zoned and (perhaps) 

subsequently serviced for land development. This phenomena, together with 

2 
the often quoted reference to Houston as a city without zoning gave rise 

to the notion that there must be some middle ground between the pre-planned 

subdivision process and the supposed rigidity of such a plan as well as 

other polar cases, Le. a city without zoning. As note d in the literature 

review, Houston is governed by a series of restrictive covenants which, 

like Montreal, allows for incremental zoning. In other words, the specific 

ty~es of by-laws and amendments are enacted to meet market conditions. 

In Montreal (and Quebec) there is a tendency to spot zoning. 

"The tendency is to encourage change in zoning if the 
initiator gains in the new situation and if the neigh 
borhood doesn't lose, whereas in Ontario, a need for 
minimal change in zoning involves all levels of govern 
ment in the process." 3 

This tendency of spot zoning, the tendency of initiating zoning at the 

municipal level so as to ensure that the zoned areas reflect market 

conditions, allows this study to start on a unique basis. Maybe Montreal, 

like Houston, can provide a useful lesson in land use regulation - that 

lesson being that it is possible to plan at the margin by keeping in 

touch with the market, rather than pre-planning far in advance of any 

specific need. Perhaps Montreal should be termed ~ city with Market zoning. 
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MAJOR ORIGINATORS 

ABSOLUTE 
FREQUENCY 

Number of 
Private Sa!!!Eles 

Construction Company 17 

Developers 6 

Groups of Owners 8 

One Owner 7 

One Owner and Construction 
Company 1 

Industrial Companies 5 

Subtotal 44 

RELATIVE 
FREQUENCY 

% 

21. 0 

7.2 

9.9 

8.6 

1.2 

6.2 

54.0 

Urban Planning 7 

14.!l 

8.6 

1.2 

2.4 

4.8 

2.4 

28 

11.0 

_g 

35.0 

Public 

Cf t y 01 MOilI reu l 

Executive Committee 12 

Public Works 

Municipal Housing Officel 

1 

2 

b 1 Que ec Government 4 

Canadian Government 2 

Subtotal 

Other 

Total 

1 Joint project between Quebec Housing Corporation and Municipal Housing 
Office (recorded in M.H.C.). 

Table 6.4 Major originators in the bylaw 
amendments of land use regulation 
in the City of Montreal 1966 to 1977. 
Based on complete samples of wards of 
Ahuntsjc, Rivière des prairiesl Montreal 
East. Sample represents 100% 0 by-law 
activity. 
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6.2 Requests by the Initiator 

From Table 6.3 we find that private developers are involved in 71% 

(24/34) of all commercial activities. Surprisingly, 41% (17/14) of 

zoning requests were initiated in the public sector in residential 

zoning and 25% (9/24) of the commercial requests were originated by 

the public sector. These findings compare with the results of Charles' 

study of Longueuil. More importantly, the strong role of the executive 

committee and urban planning group can be noted in Table 6.4 as we find 

that 24% of all requests start in this sector. The aggregation in Table 6.4 

will be further used to evaluate the equity of time to complete a by~law 

amendment between the private and public developers. 

6.3 Time to Approve/Number of Administrative Steps/Type of Zoning 

Appendix E outlines the general procedure that a by-lilw amendment 

must follow. Table 6.5 indicates the number of steps in the administra 

tive procedure for both residential and non-residential amendments. 

On the basis of number of steps (Table 6.5), there does not appear 

to be any discriminatory behaviour if the developer is either private or 

public. The majority (68%) of py-law amendments requires three steps; 

(executive committee, urban planning department, law department); with 

the multiple step group (process required reexamination by one or more 

of the three administrateive departments) generally being completed in 

five steps. 

However, if we examine the total number of days involved in the 

regulatory process, the following pattern emerges. Total regulatory time 

(Table 6.6) for residential zoning is 243 days (for 3 step) and 268 days 
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for multiple step zoning. Surprisingly the non-residential sample (3 step) 

is 227 days (less than residential) and is 433 days for multiple step non 

residential. These figures have not been modified to eliminate the major 

and minor zoning approvals as noted earlier in this section. 

With the exception of residential 3 step zoning, there is little 

difference in the time for the executive committee in handling the zoning 

request (number of days ranges from 20-39 days). Similarly in the law 

department time to approve is relatively short and range from 16 to 30 

days. 

In the urban planning department, the picture is very comparable for 

both the residential and non-residential (3 step) as approval requires 66 

or 65 days. At the multiple step level, the time to approve increases to 

177 days for the residential requests and 102 days for the non-residential 

requests. The fact that time to approve for the urban planning department 

is significantly longer than the other administrative branches could 

reflect the nature of the decision rather than depict a measure of 

efficiency. Decisions on modification require background analysis as 

this is the role of the urban planning department, rather than explicit 

decision-making. 

On a basis of distribution, (graph 6.7) decisions by the urban planning 

department are skewed to the right, particularly in the cases of the 3 step 

non-residential and residential cases. Consequently, reasons for the more 

lengthy time to approve by the urban planning department will be investi 

gated further to determine regulatory risk. 
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6.4 Decision Behavior of Land Use Regulator 

6.4.1 Executive Committee Behavior 

• 

The multiple discriminant analysis indicated that it is the complexity 

of zoning request, the size of the project (acres) which influences the 

time to complete a zoning request. It is appropriate then to examine the 

behavior of the departments involved in the decision-making process. 

First, it is important to note that all zoning requests are channelled 

to the executive committee for initial reaction. This procedure contrasts 

sharply with the origination of other subdivision approval processes (for 

example in Ontario), where we find that the processes start in the planning 

department. By starting in the executive committee where the dec t s Lon-mak i ng 

power appears to be for zoning approvals, the originator is more likely to 

react positively to this decision-making group because of a reduction of the 

interplay (second guessing) that goes on between planning departments and 

council. In addition, the zoning requests are more likely to be tempered 

to political realities. By starting at the locus of decision-making, the 

originator may also perceive that the request is being handled efficiently. 

However, the realities (Tables 6.8, 6.9) are such that 88% of all 

projects are referred to other departments (62% of the urban planning). 

This suggests that the executive committee uses the urban planning committee 

in a staff role, i.e. to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the 

zoning requests. Only 10.3% of all projects are accepted and processed 

without referral to other departments. Due to the small number of modifications, 

it is not possible to contrast the type of modification requested by the 

executive committee, i.e. change in height restriction, increase in floor 

space ratio, etc., or land use restrictions. Table 6.9 reveals that the 
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In favor In favor, Referred to Other Total 
but with other de- 

modification partment 

Residential 
Zoning Re- 5 1 19 11 36 
quest (7.4 ) (1. 5) (27.9) (16.2) (52.9) 

Non-Residen- 
tial Zoning 2 0 24 3 29 
Request (2.9) (0.0) (35.3) (4.4) (42.6) 

N.A. 0 0 1 2 3 
(0.0) (0.0) (1. 5) (2.9) (4.4) 

Total 7 1 44 16 68 

Table 6.8 Decision behaviour of executive committee in City of Montreal 
1966-1977. Samples are based on wards of Ahuntsic, ~ontreal 
East and Rivière des Prairies. 

Destination 

Urban Planning Law Department Other Total 
Department 

Residential 23 1 13 37 
Non-Residential 26 0 4 )0 
Total 49 1 17 67 

Table 6.9 Destination of project after decision has been taken by 
the executive committee in the City of r.!ontreal 1966-77. 
Samples are based on wards of Ahuntsic, Montreal East 
and Rivière des Prairies. 
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projects generally go on to the urban planning department whether or not the 

executive committee is in favor of the proposed land use change. 

6.4.2 Behavior of Urban Planning Committee (UPC) 

The Urban Planning Committee (UPC) serves as a staff support group for 

the executive committee. After analysis 59% of all projects are accepted 

by the UPC. This high rate of outright acceptance suggests that the previous 

case of Montreal was over-emphasized. Undoubtedly the expectatïons of both 

notion of bargaining, trade-offs between regulators and originators in the 

originator and regulator play significant roles in bargaining. If expectation 

of growth, land profits are high, indeed unrealistic, then we can expect 
• 

more widely divergent views at the beginning of negotiations. However, if 

scenario. 

expectations of regulator and originator are toned down by the competitive 

environment, the lack of population growth and insignificant land profits, 

then this bargaining is less likely to be part of the initial set of conditions 

expected by either side. Montreal definitely fits the low growth expectations 

There is little bias in the decision-making behavior of the urban 

planning department as 9.37% of residential zoning requests are rejected and 

2.9% of non-residential (Table 6.11). Significantly, 26% of all land regulation 

requests are approved with modification (Table 6.10). The type of modification 

requested cast some doubt on the stereotyped role of urban planning committees. 

In fact, the modifications rather than being punitive, indicate a sense of 

market zoning as we find that modifications (Table 6.10) generally extend the 

new zoning area or the higher level land use beyond the area originally requested 

by the initiator. The procedure not only will keep the area in question zoned 

to market conditions, but will reduce the need for future zoning requests in 
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Not in 
In favor but 

In favor 
favor only if modi- Other Total 

fications 

Residential 24 4 12 3 43 
zoning (55.8%) (9.3%) (27.9%) (7.0) 53.8 
request (51.0%) (80.0%) (57.1%) (60.0) 

(30.0%) (5.0%) (15.0) (3.8) 

Non-Residen- 23 1 8 2 34 
tial zoning (67.6%) (2.9%) (23.5%) (5.8%) 42.5 
request (48.9%) (20.0%) (38.1%) (40.0%) 

(28.8%) (1. 3%) (10.0%) (2.6%) 

N.A. 0 0 1 1 3 

Total 47 5 21 6 80 --- 

Table 6.11 Analysis of type of decision by Urban Planning Department 
based on samples in wards of Ahuntsic, Rivière des Prairies, 
Montreal East (city of Montreal 1966-1977). Figures in 
brackets are respectively row, columns and total percentages. 

that area. Consequently, one of the major reasons why there is a low percentage 

of housing starts that actually are regulated with by-law modification, may 

arise from the fact that land is being zoned to market conditions in 

anticipation of the market~ This anticipation is based on a pragmatic 

approach - allow the market to request a zoning change. If that change 

is warranted, not only zone in accordance with the initiator request, but 

increase land supply in the surrounding area as well as in order to anticipate 

future demand. 44.4% of all modifications follow the procedure of market 

zoning. 
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6.4.3 Initiator Reaction - None 

Originally the study was programmed to capture the initiator's 

reaction to the decisions of the committee's in the land use regulatory 

process. However, either due to lack of complete records or a lack of reaction 

by the initiator or support groups, no analysis could be made. The lack of 

this data is a major disappointment because the original study plan had 

been based on the hypothesis that bargaining or trade-offs between initiator 

and the regulators would be available for analysis. Hence, the study is 

robbed of one of its most useful assets, i.e. an investigation of the 

trade-offs that are made in the land regulatory process. 

6.5 Learning Behavior Over Time and Complexity of Zoning 

One of the oft stated reasons for an increasingly long land use 

regulatory process is that the zoning requests are more complex (i.e. 

involves several land use changes at once). A second notion is that the 

regulatory process requires a longer process time, as more questions are 

asked about the benefit-cost of the proposed zoning. 

In face of these factors (complexity and increased benefit-cost 

analysis), it should also be expected that the regulatory system should 

learn from past behavior. We might expect, contrary to popular notion, 

that bureaucracy is becoming more efficient - in fact, the regulatory 

process is indeed learning from past experience and precedent. The 

learning experience might be summarized by a decision making process 

model as noted in Appendix G. 

Table 6.12 captures a first approximation of the learning process 

over time of the total time to approve both residential and non-residential 
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zoning requests from 1965 to 1977. Significantly, it appears that no 

learning process is occurring in the non-residential sector as the distribution 

of days to complete, shifts dramatically from 1965-1969 to 1972-1977. 

Instead of completing in less than 225 days as was the case prior to 1970, 

time to complete now shifts to the range of 225-600 days. 

Tracing the linkages through the two major committees we find that 

the executive committee (Table 6.13) tends to process non-residential zoning 

requests more quickly than residential, as 77% of all non-residential zoning 

requests. The urban planning department exhibits the opposite effect. 

Notably 40% of all residential zoning requests are processed in less than 

25 days compared with 26% of all non-residential zoning requests. However, 

by 1974, the discrepancy is even greater as total process time for 

non-residential extends up to 200 days compared with 101 to 150 days 

(prior to 1969). The non-residential complex zoning requests take longer. 

No learning experience appears to exist in the total regulatory system. 

TRh10 6.15 reveals ~Ie response to the need for the land use 

regulatory process to 'learn' from past precedent. Plan d'ensemble 

scores extremely well in comparison to the mixed type zoning in the same 

table. Comparison of distributions of days to complete reveals that plan 

d'ensemble is completed in less than 350 days; whereas mixed type zoning 

requests are completed in 150 to 600 days. Consequently, this type of 

spot zoning indeed represents a learning or efficiency measure in planning. 

It then becomes necessary to find why plan d'ensemble with its inherent 

complexity of request should be completed more quickly than a mixed type 

zoning request. Perhaps there is no basic difference in the type of land 

use request, i.e. the same trade-offs must be examined, but rather because 

of the organizational limelight of the plan d'ensemble, the approval time 

is significantly reduced. 
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6.6 The Small Developer - (The Importance of Being Unimportant) 

In investigating originator behavior, it occurred that the importance 

of being unimportant could playa role in land use zoning regulation. In 

other wo rds , we would expect minor requests to be handled quickly. From 

Table 6.15 we see, however, that minor zoning demands are completed in 

less than 150 days. Compare these figures to Table 6.14 and the reader 

will see that simple zoning change required up to 150 days for residential 

land. Consequently, we cannot conclude that complexity of zoning is a 

continuous function, i.e. that a simple change requires a shorter period 

than a complex change. A constant amount of time appears necessary 

regardless of whether or not the request is of a simple nature (setback) 

or a more complex on low density residential to high density residential. 

This latter evidence suggests that if a given request is unimportant it will 

be acted on in accordance with the organizational structure of the urban 

planning process. The originator of the simple zoning request, in fact, 

losës the importance of being unimportant and is indeed unimportant. 
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PART IV 

CONCLUSIONS/POLICY RAMIFICATIONS 

7.0 Conclusions Regarding Land Development Risk and Regulation in Montreal 

7.1 Overview 

1. In general, it is concluded that time to complete regulatory approval 

is d0pcndnnt nn size of aren to he develnppd, ~xjsting density level 

and type of zoning requested. If change in setbacks or height 

limitations (minor zoning constraints) are required, time to complete 

can be expected to be increased in comparison to those projects which 

do not have minor zoning changes. These conclusions as well as those 

that follow are based on a time series study (which represented a 

complete sample of by-law modification in three selected suburbs) of 

the city of Montreal 1966-1977. The city can be classified as a low 

growth region, one in which offsite services are not imposed on developers 

and is a political entity which is not subject to significant senior level 

government control (either regional or provincial). 

2. Due to the lack of rapid increases and the relatively low price of land, 

land is not developed intensively at the urban fringe in the Montreal 

region. Consequently, developers do not have to demand zoning changes 

that are significantly different than the existing land use. Municipal 

authorities and planners are not subject to growth pressures as is true 

in Edmonton, Toronto and Vancouver. Indeed, in reply to the questions 

of off-site service requirements, we found that demands by municipalities 

for green space dedications, and public services were virtually non 

existant. 

3. The land use regulation process, is not highly centralized in Quebec. 

No regional governments exist, as in the case of Ontario, or metro 
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government as in the case of Winnipeg. The levels of authority 

are fewer. Land use regulation is supervised by far fewer agencies 

in Quebec than in Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia. 

7.2 Risk/Return - Equity of Decision Making 

1. Few tests have been designed to objectively analyze the risk/return 

aspects of land use regulation. The existence of a large number of 

public agencies which initiate their own zoning requests allows comparison 

of the time to approve, with the private companies seeking land use regulatory 

change. Using a multiple discriminant analysis approach the question of 

equity of decision was analyzed. Significantly no difference exists in 

time to approve a public agency request compared to a private company. 

Regulatory risk is the same for both public and private agencies. It is 

the characteristics of the project which cause differences in time to 

approve. The most significantly important variables appear to be size 

of development and densjt~ level. In both cases as size and density 

increase, ti.me to approve also increases. 

2. Regulatory risk within the private sector was analyzed by comparing 

the profile of the landowner (non-professional) and construction 

company (professional). Unfortunately it was not possible to 

monitor the zoning experience of each of the originators. Using 

inductive reasoning, it was concluded that it was the individual 

characteristics of the approval project which caused the differences 

in time to approve between landowner and construction companies. 

Significantly, size of development and density level demanded are 

prime variables which directly affect the regulatory risk. 

.• 
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3. Recognizing the size and density affect time to approve, the sample 

was then tested on several bases of complexity. Notably the sample 

was split on a simple and complex zoning basis; on a simple residential 

other (complex and simple non-resident) as well as on a simple 

residential and simple non-residential basis. The hypothesis that 

the more complex zoning would be of greater time to approve (and 

consequently of greater risk) was, in general, upheld. The strongest 

discriminatory effects are to be found in simple residential zoning 

compared with simple non-residential zoning. The differences are 

attributable to size of area, level of density and in some cases 

it was concluded that regulatory risk was indeed related to complexity 

of the zoning decision. 

4. The hypothesis that minor decisions could act as constraints on the 

major zoning change was tested by comparing the time to approve a 

modified sample of (3) above. We found that the modified sample base 

gave reduced time to complete in comparison to (3) above. The 

significance of size of area., level of density and presence of 

residential zoning again held in the comparison. It was concluded 

t ha t minor zoning decisions do, I n fact, increase the time to complete. 

The reasons for this increase in length could be due to the lack of 

specific guidelines to determine setback, etc. 

5. Comparison of risk of approval of plan d'ensemble and multiple use 

zoning (less than 10 samples) reveal that the risk of regulatory 

approval is 25% less than that of mixed use. Size of area and 

density level are the contributing factors which give the 

discriminatory differences. 
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6. Contractors appear to build in a similar fashion or zoning as the 

surrounding area - up zoning requests are unusual. Questions remain 

unanswered as to this behavior. For example, expectation of permitted 

zoning undoubtedly plays a very important role. Originators having 

observed significant increases in density (agricultural to 

medium - high residential density) are more likely to request similar 

zoning changes (Le. as in the regions of Ontario) tb-in if they do not 

observe such possibility. Cop-seauently, th~ low percentage of 

zoning requests is related to past realizations, which in turn 

are related to regional growth expectations on part of the 

municipalities and provincial authorities. 

7. ~n fnct, ~s the regulation ~urvey on Jevelopnent nost clearly pointed 

out, expectations of zoning change were moderate. Excess demands 

were not forced on the municipality because the developer was not 

in a strong oligopolistic position to do so. In addition, the 

developer did not have to contend with the issue of more intensive 

land use because of rapidly rising land prices. 

7.3 Effectiveness of the Land Development Process 

1. With regard to land use legislation, Quebec (on the basis of a developer 

survey) does not presently suffer from unduly onerous or socially un 

desirable regulation. In fact the headline aspects of land use regulation 

tend to over-shadow a well organized land use procedure in the city of 

Montreal. Ninety percent of all housing construction is not subject to 

change in land use prior to servicing. 

2. The land use regulation procedure in the city of Montreal follows a 

well organized route. First, after initial contact with the constructions 

permit department, the zoning request is routed first to the executive 
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committee of the city council where the project is analyzed, modified, 

then sent to the urban planning department. for f ur t he r staff examt.n ati ou . 

it appears that this procedure of routing the zoning request initially 

through the executive committee (as opposed to the urban planning 

departments in Ontario for example) is a significant factor in reducing 

total approval time. 

3. The servicing and financing of residential land by the municipality 

removes two of the regulatory effects that are major complaints of 

land developers in Toronto, Edmonton, Vancouver. Specifically, questions 

regarding cost sharing on a new area are relegated to the municipality 

and the question of over-specification (gold plating) of services is not 

an issue. 

4. III a broader s ens e , the land use regulation procedure may lack some of 

th~ necessary conditions of public participation, input by advocacy groups. 

The roles of these groups are virtually non-existent in Montreal compared 

to Ontario and B.C. 

• 

5. A brief examination of the land-housing development industry reveals that 

there is far less concentration (within the industry) in Quebec than in 

the rest of Canada. The distribution of land relative to total income 

for the Quebec land-housing development industry remains much more normally 

distributed than the rest of Canada. The near normal distribution of 

the land-housing development industry in Quebec, means a more significant 

and effective bargaining process can go on between the land-housing 

developer and the municipality. However, recent changes in shifting the 

financing of land improvements from the municipality to the developer, 

will undoubtedly increase concentration. 
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7.4 Innovation in Land Development Regulation 

1. Municipally initiated zoning and/or endorsement of larger areas for 

a specific zoning than originally requested by private developers 

appears to give Montreal as well as other municipalities (Longueuil) 

a type of zoning procedure which we termed market zoning. In 

other words, instead of zoning only to the request of the originator, 

areas surrounding the specific case were zoned to meet the larger 

market conditions. Zoning was not restrictive. The use of market zoning 

allows subsequent development to proceed without additional review by 

council committees etc. In fact market zoning is not unnecessarily 

restrictive on a supply basis. Rather it allows zoning to literally keep 

pace with market forces, without the disadvantage of having each development 

s ub je c t to strict bureaucratic control. In this sense - Montreal - like 

Houston can be considered a city without (restrictive) zoning. Market 

zoning is not only innovative, but efficient from a market viewpoint. 

7.5 Land Development Regulation Cost in Terms of Time 

1. Within the city of Montreal, as noted in Table 7.1, there is no 

significant increase in the total time to approve residential zoning over 

the period 1965 to 1977. If projects must be reviewed by other than the 

three basic committees (executive, planning and law), total time to complete 

increases from an average of 243 to 268 days. 

2. Total time to approve, non-residential zoning has increased over time 

as Table 7.1 indicates. In the period 1965 to 1968 non-residential 

zoning required 174 days to complete; whereas by 1972-1977, time to 

approve increased to 310 days. Review by more than the three basic 

committees increased time to approve from an average of 277 days (3 

committees) to 413 days (more than 3 committees). 
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3. These results underscore a major change in the intial expectations 

of the study. Prior to the empirical research, we expected to be 

able to obtain significant data on the decision-making process and 

related issues by studying the dossiers of the by-laws. After completing 

a 100% search of the selected suburbs, we were unable to find 

evidence to study the bargaining process within the land development 

process. 

4. The lack of significant change in time to approve in Montreal renders 

the study of firm reaction to regulatory risk non-testable, as basically 

were attempts to measure the regulatory efficiency of the land use 

procedure (within the decision-making process). 

7.6 Complexity of Land Use Decisions 

1. Analysis of land use regulation must recognize the myriad of zoning 

changes that can be requested. In the city of Montreal, 14 major 

zoning possibilities exist. Mixed residential by-law modifications 

dominate all other types of modifications. This observation suggests 

that decisions for change in land use are more complex than might first 

be assumed. Minor zoning changes - those little day to day decisions 

which are necessary for a well run organization involve 25.8% of the 

total sample studied. In other words, the type of zoning requests are 

far from being standard; and significant numbers involve potentially 

arbitrary decisions, i.e. the request to change setback is a good example. 

2. Land use regulation is subject to many masters - the process is subject 

to many critics. Attempts to standardize the process are subject to 

political interaction at three levels of government. Land use regulation 

is not a technical process, but a political planning process - one in 

which there can never be an end result that represents a permanent community 

• 
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consensus. Land use process must be viewed as an uncertain process 

in which risk must be related to reward. Both regulators and originators 

in the land use regulatory process must recognize that increased 

planning, higher standards result in a longer time to complete. It 

is not only a question of criticizing time to complete, but if the 

standards and process are desired, then both regulators and originators 

must plan for such circumstances. 
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8.0 Future Studies 

1. Future land use studies should address the question of concentration 

of ownership of land being subdivided and serviced in major Canadian 

cities. This type of study would complete the analysis of corporate 

concentration and rate of return by land development companies. 

2. In Quebec, specific attention should be given to the effect on 

concentration as land development is shifted from municipality to 

the private sector. 

3. The behavior and measurement of major participants in the regulatory 

process needs improvement. Such improvement could come by looking 

at expanded case studies such as the Kent case noted in Section 2. 

Basically studies of firm behavior and regulatory process must be 

increased in scope. 

4. The foregoing analysis suggests that regulatory risk - measured on 

a basis of time to approve ls definitely related to the characteristics 

of the project, rather than simply to the organizational procedure. 

The simplified approval process that was studied allowed exogenous 

factors of regional government, municipal financing restrictions and 

residential growth to be isolated from the process. In doing so, 

however, it was possible to examine specific factors affecting 

the decision making process. 

5. The analysjs suggests that there ts an optimal size of development, 

both for the initiator of the project and the regulator. There ls 

limited evidence in land development literature to suggest that 

economies of scale do exist. It remains to link the basic findings 

of this study with those of studjes examining economies of scale. 
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6. I"jnally, as land approvals become more and more regulated, it J s 

important to recognize that approvals in reality change the investment 

feasibility of given projects. Given we now have a basic understanding 

of several important factors in the regulatory process (i.e. size of 

area and density level) it remains to regulate the request on a rate 

of return basis. In using a rate of return analysis, questions 

regarding the project's ability to withstand certain offsite servicing 

costs, land use changes, will have to be studied on a simulation basis , 

rather than on the ad hoc (static) analysis as presently undertaken. 



APPENDIX A 

Principal changes, permits, in effect 

for new construction, demolition etc. 

in the city of Montréal, 1979. 
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No 1900 Chap. 2 

Les occupants qui refusent de déguerpir 
dans les délais fixés Ç'ar I~ résolution du 
Cociiré ~x';curjf SODr ;:" u.bles Je la péna 
lir~ prévue il l'arncle C·, du proem règle 
men: et peuvent t-tre arr ères i Vile par tour 
constable de la Cire; ~~! ,lUX !:>iens,meu 
bles qui se trouvent sar les lieux, iis doiv-ent 
être transporrés Jiileu" ~ mo/it's :. la ,l1;2.rd~ 
ch d ir ecteur du SM-r,~ de La Pol ice. 

Si le propcim.i~ ou b:ârilIlCDt ou de la 
cor..srructioo né!dj~ 00 refuse de démolir 
dans les délais fixes ;:>ar 1.1 résolucioo do 
Comité exécutif. le Ccmiré exécutif pourra, 
aux frais du j:'ropt"iéoire. /:li:e déœolir par 
les employé de 1.2 Gré 00 accorder un COll 
rrar à cerre fin il ua ectrepreneur indépen 
dant. (Tel que remplacé par le règlement 
no 2633). 

Lorsque I~ Comit': eX;~'''lif aura pa.,""; 
une résolution ordonnant b d,'moliLion <lu 
hâtiment, le dir--t-ur du 'o:ni"e des per 
mis et insp .... rions fera po-e-r <ur lïmmeu 
hie un<" ,mehe bi~ appu~te qui fen 
m .. nrion d- ~t-f ""In" <k demolition. (3222) 

Le directeur des finances dolt recouvrer 
du propriétaire le coût des travaux de dé 
molition 011 de tous autrl'!'! OUHar.~ et 
travaux que la Ville" exr..:-utés Mle-m~me 
ou fait exécuter par nn ""'~rrene'!lr indé 
pendant dans I~ cas p....:v,J~ it J'article 2-,1-~ 
qui précède, (29t61 

Le coût de ces tnT2UX œnsrime, ~près 
enregisumlent. noe charge privilégiée sur 
le terrain où SO! rroo.lUr la construction, 
L'eeregistremeer de ce privilège se fait par 
le dépôt présenté ~ double su bureau 
d'enregistreœeet de la di .. ision d:l1U laquelle 
l'immeuble et simi, d'un avis, que le ré 
gU!nteut doit acceyœr, signé pU le gref 
fier ou le directmr du Service des Travaux 
Publies de la Cité ou un de I~ assis 
tants, indiquant le nom de la Cité, la 1lJI· 
ture et le mOOOJl! de la créance et la 
désignanon de I'imroeuble aim; aHecté_ 

(Tel que rnnplac" par le rèrJemcot no 
2(33). 

The occupsrus wbo shall refuse to move 
001 <&<ithin the d~ys fixed by the resolu 
tioa of rhe Erecutive Committee shill be 
liable ro rhe pem.lry provided by Article 
0-) of Ce present by-law and may be 
arrested on view by any constable of the 
Cirv; as reguds the movable effects found 
on the premises, they shall be transported 
elsewhere and entrusted for saieJceepinS 
"';Ih the Director of the Police Department, 

If the proprieeor of the building or of 
the construction eeglects or refuses to de 
molisb within the delays fixed by the reo 
scultion of the Executive Committee, the 
Executive Committee may, at the expense 
oi the propeierer, have the demolition cf· 
rxred by the employees of the Gty or 
award a centract for such purpose to lin 
independent contractor. (As replaced by 
!3v-I.2W No_ 2633)_ 

Once the Executive Committee has pa5- 
",:<i a resolution ordainin e the demolition 
of the building, the Director of the Permi~ 
In'! Inspections Department shall have put 
up 'In the building a fully visible sizn 
'" here ~tion will be mad~ of such demo. 
liliOfl ,om~r.· ,.)~, 

AanCLE 2-35. - Reco ... " of Co .... 

The Director 0( Finance shall recover 
from the o ... ~ the cost of <It'm~ition or 
of any other work carried out by the City 
itself or by an independent contractor for 
the City, in the cases mentioned in the 
prt"'eOi 0 It ,\ rricle 2-34. (294fi) 

The cost 01 such workJ shall consriNte, 
alt~ regimuion, a privileged chu~ upon 
the land oa which the corutruetion was 
located. T'he registrarion of this privi lege 
shall be nude by presentation in duplicate, 
ar the Regimy Office of the divisipn io 
which the immovable is located, of li no 
rice which the Registrar shall accepr signed 
by [he City Oerk or the Director of the 
Public Worltt Department of the Ciry or 
one of their Anin.n", i ndicaring the oame 
of the Gry, the narure and amount of the 
debt and [he designstion of the immovable 
rhus affected_ (As replaced by BI-Iaw No. 
26-'3). 
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Admi"istn tiott 
Chap. 2 - 32 - (Art. 2-38) No 1900 

Hangars, granges et 
garages particuliers. 
etc. 
Sheds, barns and 
private garages. etc. 

2.10 1.95 1.75 1:40 1.25 1.15 .85 

E 2" Tours, tours d'eau. 
Towers. water tanks. 
TrihwI~ publiques. sud", ere.. poUrv1I3 deeeu 
p.tions .J.CctsSOit~s. 3 e e S,,,a.h :and st~d"'. ete .... herr ate"""". OC""paD d.. U. pn>Vidt<l. 
Tri!:>uneo publiques .• ,ades, rIC •• """ J>OUr"'US d'ec 
cuparions ac,euoirts. 
Stands aed .ladia. ere., .. b.~ "" aeetsOlXl' oc"" 
pand.. a~ pro v idt<l. 

1.15 .75 

10.00·· 7.00· 

• NODtaDt à pay ... par 1.000 pi. car. de proj«tiotl bori:oDtak, 
Cb .... g. ee be pIIid ptt' 1.000 sq. ft. of bori:oatal project,,,,, . 

•• Toun, tours d'nu, tribu .... publiqun - prix fin: $15.()() 
To .... ~. wat ... tanks. ,,;mds ~ b.d tbarg.: $15.00 (3562) 

CHAPITRE 3 

Alignements de construction, 
hauteur des bâtiments et 

saillies sur le domaine public, 
abrogé par le rèqlement no 3411. 

CHAPTER 3 

Building lines, heights of 
buildings and projections 
over public property, 

repealed by By.law no. 3411. 
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1. The Rational Actor Model 

Allison's [2J I~ational Actor Model is alternately called a classic 

model. A foundation of rational behaviour is assumed to exist, in which a 

decision presupposes a decider and a choice among alternatives with reference 

to some goal. 

"Policy means realization in a number of particular instances 
of some agent's objectives. These coneepts identify phenomena 
as actions performed by purposeful agents. This identification 
involves a simple extension of the pervasive everyday assumption 
that what human beings do is at least intendedly rational, as 
assumption fundamental to most understanding of human behaviour." 1 

Rationality is defined as consistency among goals and objectives relative 

to a particular action. In an economic sense, rationality is choosing the most 

efficient alternatives where efficiency is defined as obtaining the maximum 

output for a given level of input or as expending a minimum effort for a given 

level of output. 

Rationality can be expanded beyond the narrow definitions noted above so 

that a series of near optional decisions can be equally probable. In summarizing 

the rational model, the decision-making process is assumed to be the action of a 

single, rational decision maker who has complete information and who wishes to 

maximize value. 

2. Organizational Process Model 

Allison's second model portrays the government decision-making process, 

as problems perceived through organizational sensors. The outputs result 

from standard behaviour patterns. 

"Governments define alternatives and estimate consequences 
as their component organizations process information; 
governments act as these organizations enact routines. 
Governments behaviour ... is (not) a deliberate choice, 
(but rather) outputs of large organizations functioning 
according to standard patterns of behaviour." 2 
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In order to respond to a wide spectrum of problems, governments, 

"consist of large organizations among which primary responsi 
bility for particular tasks is divided. Each organization 
attends to a special set of problems and acts in quasi-independence 
of these problems. Few important issues fall exclusively within 
the domain of a single organization. Thus government behaviour 
relevant to any important problem, reflects the independent out 
put of several organizations, partially coordinated by government 
leaders. Government leaders can substantially disturb, but not 
substantially control, the behaviour of these organizations." 3 

3. Governmental Politics Model 

"Men share power. Men differ about what must be done. The 
differences matter. This milieu necessitates that government 
decisions and actions result from a political process. In 
this process, sometime one group committed to a course of 
action triumphs over other groups fighting for other alternatives. 
Equally often, however, different groups pulling in different 
directions produce a result, or better a resultant - a mixture 
of conflicting preferences and unequal power of various 
individuals - distinct from what moves the chess pieces is 
not simply the reason that support a course of action, or the 
routines of organizations that enact an alternative, but the 
power and skill of proponents and opponents of the action in 
question." 5 

Allison's third decision-making model is entitled, Government Pol~. 

He envisions (government) decision-making as a result of bargaining between 

the participants. 

"In contrast to (The Rational Actor), the Politics model, sees 
no unitary actor, but rather many actors as players; players 
who focus not on a single strategic issue, but on many diverse 
intra-national problems as well; who act in terms of no consistent 
set of strategic objectives, but rather according to various 
conceptions of national organizational and personal goals; 
players who make government decisions not by a single, rational 
choice, but by the pulling and hauling that is politics." 4 

A characteristic of bureaucratic politics is offered by Allison in the 

following passage. 

--- --- --- -------------------------------------------------------~ 
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APPENDIX C: 

SUMMARY OF BASIC INTENT OF 

QUEBEC LAND USE REGULATIONS 



Provincial Acts Québec 

• 
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Cities & Towns Act 

Building Code Non Residential Residential 

1 Occupation 

2 Demolition 

3 Droi t acquis 

4 Construction 

5 Installation 

426 (la) : Use of basements & cellars. 469 (1): 

472 (2) : Vacant or partially built lot. 469 (2): license butcher 

426 (lc): Final use the same as ori!(inal 469 (3): license bowling 
zoning. 

469(23): license rooming- 
426 (lb) : If different use, reasons for house. 

demolition. 
426 (lb) : Judicial 

426 (Id): Prohibit demoli tion of 
historical or natural district. 

426 (la): 

426 (lc): 

426 (2): 

429F(lC) : 

429F(4a) : 

426 (3a): 

426 (3b): 

426 (3c): 

429B(b) : 

429B(c) : 

429C: 

429E: 

429F: 

Plus 426 (lb) Judicial recourse. 

Floor/area ratio. 

Fees for bldg. & approval permit. 

Ext. mat e rial. 

Judicial recourse for dangerous 
buildings; repair or demolition. 

No building permit if the lot 
is not an official cadastre. 

No building permit if public 
services not installed in the street 

No building permit if the lot is not 
adjacent to a public street. 

Regulate construction standards. 

Regulate installation mobile 
home. 

By-law inoperative if 429(B) ignored 

Contravention 

Application of 429. 

426 (5): Smoke & gas 
escaping. 
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Bu l l d l ng Cod., Resident 1111 Non HeRid(,l1tlllJ 
-------- 

6 Security 

---- ---------- --t---------- _ 
429F(4b) : Derrick, wind losses & 

elevator 

448: Separate service pipe to 
tenants in dwelling house. 

426 (28): Storage of combustible 
material. 

426 (23b): Prevent estm. of dangerous 
chimneys. 

426 (27): Fire regulations wooden bldgs. 

427 (9): Submit plans for lodging to 
health authority. 

429F(22): Estm. of fire wall & chimneys. 

429F(23b): Prevent estm. and causes of 
dangerous fire place, hearth, 
stoves, stove-pipes, ovens, 
boilers, chimneys & appartus. 

429F(38) : Require owners of bldgs. to 
fire equipment. 

Mis cellaneous 

426 (21): Fire escape. 

429F(21): Fire escape -for 
theaters, hotels, 
factories. 

429F(23a) :Special chimneys 
for bakers & 
potters. 

429F(4c): Powers of bldg. inspector. 

Subdivision Non Residential Residential 

~ ---_--~--~------------------------------------------------------~ 

I Mobile Homes 

2 General 

429d: No subdivision or construction 
permit if the project does not 
comply with bylaws. 

426 (1): Power to divide the municipality 
into zones. 

429D: No construction or subdivision 
permit if the project does not 
comply with bylaws. 

429F(lb): Contravention resulting in 
demoli t i.on . 

429 (8): Specification for making a master 
plan and for each portion of the 
terri tory. 
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Zoning Residential Non Residential 

2a Dimension & 
Installation 

General 

Mobile Homes 

426 (1): 

4291\(a): 

429B{b) : 

429C: 

429D: 

429F: 

68 (2b): 

68 (2c): 

425 (2): 

42911: 

429C: 

429C: 

429F: 

Prescribe area & dimensions 
of lots. 

Prescribe the min. area & 
dimensions of 10tD, taking 
into account the nature of 
the soil, public works, 
installations. 

Regulate & prohibit sub 
division Taking into account; 
localization & installation. 

Municipal bylaws inoperative 
if incompatible with 429B. 

Duty of every munie. to enforce 
429B. 

429-B-C-D & E regulate all 
cities and towns. 

Town planning commission powers 
in zoning in bylaws. 

T.P.C. application of its bylaws. 

Provide that new bldgs. designation 
and use are conformed with the 
basic plan. 

Regulate location & land uses. 

Municipal bylaws inoperative if 
conflict with 429b. 

Superior court power on municipal 
petition if non-conformity with 
429b. 

All cities are concerned with 
429B. 

Growth 
-.-----------------4-------- . +- __ 

68 (21)): 

68 (2c): 

Residential 

Public Works Commission power 
of study recommendation: 
construction, mailer place of 
municipality. 

Application of 68 (2b). 

Non Residential 

~----------------------------------------------------- 
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~ ... 
Envi ronmen t Residential Non Residential 

Industry 427 (18) : Prohibit erection of offensive 
bldg. 

426 (29) : Fix the places of industry using 
machinery and inflammable sub- 
stances. 

426 (30): Regulate storage of inflammable 
substances. 

427 (20) : Fix places animals are kept. 

Taxes 

520: Property exempt from tax. 

52lA: Taxes on services vacant land. 

523: Taxes: agricultural land. 

527 : Taxes: business tax. 

524: Taxes: golf courses. 

Miscellaneous 

471 (3): Control of establishment of 
cemeteries. 

Table 1 Major analyses of Quebec Cities and Towns 
Act (1979). 
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Provincial Land Use Acts in Quebec - Excluding City and Town Acts. 

Cadastre Act 

"_ .. 

Subdivision Residential Non Residen ti al 

Registration 17 : Each new subdivision must he 
accompanied by a certificate 
from registrar. 

18: Procedure if some lots in the 
new subdivision are affected by 
registration. 

19: Expenses paid by applicant. 

20: No plan of any subdivision 
containing sheets and laws 
considered by the minister 
if there is no certificate 
from the secretary treasurer 
of the municipal corporation. 

guébec Housins CorEoration 

Building Code 

1 Construction 28: Rehabilitation zone: no permit 
of construction or redevelopment 
shall be issued by the municipality. 

2 Occupation 78B: Quebec Housing Corporation may 
prescribe standard of occupancy and 
maintenance for residential building 
situated near a renewal zone. 

.•. -- 
Zoning 

. - 

1 General 32J: Removal program may reserve 
lots for park or parking. 

- . 

• 

• 

.___------------------------~ 
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Vicinity of New International Airport 

Zoning 

1 General 20: Municipali ty in territory must 
present master plan within 24 
months for approval of Québec 
municipal commission. 

Health & Social Services ------ 

Building Code 

1 Occupation 44A: People who acquire land and buildings 
cannot transfer an immovable without 
authorization. 

Cultural ProEerties 

Buildj nR Code Residential Non Residential 

1 Construction 41: Accidental discovery: stop work 
15 days 

2 Occupation 53E: Regulate or prohibit, permanently 
or temporariJ y land use designation 
and utJlizatlon and construction. 

Subdivision 

45: Concentration of monuments,territory 
establishes historical district. 

48: Hist. district r equ Lr e s authoriza- 
lion for subdivlt;ion. 

53E: Regulate or prohibit subdivision 
on historical site. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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• 
-----------------,------------------------------------------,----------------------- 

53F: Determine the operation in 
subdivision. 

57: Contravention: owner's expense. 

Environmental Quality 

Environment 

1 Construction 

---- 4- _, __ 

2 Installation 

87B: Standard of occupancy. 

32 : Operating permit· to establish 
water systE'm. 

33: No mobile home park or sell lots 
of residential housing if there 
is no water system. 

87A: Prescrihe hygenic and sanitary 
standards. 

87C: Septic facilities and waste water. 

46B: EstimAt .. d st~ndard of water works. 

70A: ESlim~ted standard of waste system. 

87A: Sanitary standard for residential 

87B: Sanitary condition for residential. 

87C: Estimated use material for 
sanitary system. 

Preserve Agricultural Land Act 

.. Building Code Residential 

31B: Plan notice, 
indicate the 
environment impact 
of the project. 

Non Residential 

I Construction 14: Act is contravened - demolition. 

31: Owner of vacant lots before 11/9/78 
erect 1 residential building. 
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40: Person whose occupation is not agricultuŒ 
can't build a house for himself or 
his child. 

2 Utilization 26: No other use than agricultural. 

Zoning 

I General 22: Power of government to identify any 
agricultural land. 

98: Priority of this act over land use 
to develop plan or zoning etc. 

Miscellaneous 

44: Possibili ty to make written submissions 
public hearing (but in 30 days or order) 

• 

Table 2 Major analyses of the Quebec Provincial 
Land Use Acts excluding Cities and Towns 
Act. 
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APPENDIX D: 

BY-LAWS AND MODIFICATIONS FOR AHUNTSIC, 

RIVIERE DES PRAIRIES, MONTREAL EAST IN 

THE CITY OF MONTREAL 1965-1977. 
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1. Ahuntsic Ward 

Ahuntsic ward is low to medium density housing with 13.3% of residential 

construction for the city of Montreal, being centered there from 1966 

to 1977. The area is not served by metro; but rather by several highways. By 

law activity was greatest during the period 1965 to 1970. The reader's attention 

is drawn to Table 1 to see that 45 of the 164 modifications involved more than 

one type of use i.e. mixed use could include residential, commercial and 

industrial. This evidence suggests that the land regulatory process is far 

from simple i.e. not a straightforward zoning change from residential Al to A2. 

Rather than evaluating a series of increasing or decreasing land use areas 

(based on one type of land use) it is apparent that land use regulation involves 

several combinations of land use being evaluated at anyone time for anyone 

project. It was not possible to isolate the details of the zoning modifications 

[rom the by-laws themselves. 

2. Rivière des Prairies 

This ward is essentially low density housing i.e. single family, duplex, 

triplex, six-plex as well as a few garden apartments. The total area is not 

well developed (estimated at < 50%); commercial construction is limited (1.3% 

of total); more importantly industrial zoning predominates. The area has some 

agriculturally zoned areas; 25 of the 103 modifications are of complex zoning 

(i.e. residential, commercial, industrial and agricultural). This ward 

illustrates the high percentage of mixed land use in one re-organization or 

rezoning of land use. By-law activity was highest during the 1977-78 period. 

3. Nontreal Last 

This ward represented an area mainly of 'plex' housing (duplex to six-plex); 

the ward is a composite of several distinct districts (Hochelaga; Papineau; St. Marie; 
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Mercier; Maisonneuve) and is well served by metro facilities; highways and 

bridges serve the south shore. Zoning changes are of the mixed variety - 

residential, industrial, commercial (69 of the 183 changes fall into this 

latter classification). 

Montreal East was the site of the Olympic construction in 1976. 15.5% 

of a I I dwe Ll i ngs in Montrl'al built in 1966 to 1977, were built in Montreal East. 

4. ~-la~s/Modifications Summary 

Figure 4 reveals the by-law activity of the three selected wards from 1966 

to 1977. In particular, it should be noted that mixed resid~ntial by-law 

modificatjons (i.e. residential, commercial, industrial) dominate all other 

types of amendments and as noted earlier, this observation suggests that 

guidelines for land use regulation are potentially more complicated than might 

first be assumed. In other words, modifications which change from Al to A2 is 

far less complicated than one which involves both residential and commercial 

change. Second, minor modifications such as change in height allowances, set 

backs constitute the next largest group (although not appreciably different 

from residential and commercial activities), This second group, i.e. the minor 

modifications require continual assessment and unlike the major zoning changes 

are less likely to evidence definite (and measurable) benefits and costs. 

Consequently, the analysis of land use regulation becomes a more complicated 

procedure for on one hand we find, multiple use zoning problems facing the 

administrator more and more and secondly, we find a case of increasing 

incrementalism in zoning, involving a significant portion of the cases to be 

analyzed. 

Finally, Ahuntsic as example Figure 5 illustrates, activity by type of 

by-law (i.e. residential, mixed-residential) tend to be reasonably correlated. 

,SIlI'f:JrisingJy however, construction activity and by-law modification ar c not 

correlated during the period 1966 to 1969 (modifications increased while permits 
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decreased); whereas after 1969, correlation is stronger, but is not judged 

significant. In other words, increased construction activity does not seem 

to give rise to greater modifications at the regulatory level. 
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Bylaw 1920 Ahuntsic and Parts of Villeray 

Number of Modifications Affected 

Commercial 
Number of Number of s M 

btheI~ Year Bylaws Modifications Resident Commercial Industrial Industrial (R+C+Ir 

1965 4 10 2 - - - 2 6 

1966 6 16 1 - 4 - 8 3 

]967 4 8 3 1 4 - - - 
1968 4 42 18 6 - - 14 4 

1969 5 27 2 6 - 3 6 10 

1970 5 10 3 - - - 5 2 

1971 5 8 - 1 2 1 4 - 

1972 2 5 1 

I 
1 1 - 2 - 

1973 3 19 1 6 2 - 1 9 I 
1974 5 11 4 2 1 - J J 

1975 1 1 - - - - 1 - 

1976 1 1 1 - - - 1 - 

1977 0 0 - - - - - - 

1978 1 1 - - 1 - - - 

1979* 2 5 1 ] 2 - ] - 

Total 48 164 37 24 17 4 45 37 

Table 1 Bylaw and modifications for Ahuntsic ward (City of 
Montreal) 1964 to 1979. 

1 Mixed: Residential + Commercial + Industrial. 
2 No effect on zoning, just the form. 

- ------~~-~-------------- _J 
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Bylaw 2876 Rivière des Prairies 

Number of Modifications Affected 

Number of Number of 
Ml M2 03 Year Bylaws Modifications Resident Commercial Industrial Agriculture 

196') 2 5 - - - - 3 - 2 

1966 - - - - - - - - - 
1967 1 3 - - I - 1 - 2 - 
1968 3 6 - - 3 - 2 - I I 

1969 2 2 - 1 - - - - I - 

1970 4 14 10 - - - - 3 1 

1971 2 4 2 - - - - 1 1 

19n ] 1 J 7 1 - - - 2 'J 

197J J 5 - - 2 - - ) - 

1974 2 3 1 - - - - 1 1 

1975 1 1 I - - - - - 1 - 

1976 2 4 3 - - - - ]. - 

1977 6 32 11 2 7 1 1 5 5 

1978 3 8 2 2 1 - - 3 - 
1979 2 3 - - - - - 3 - 

Total 36 103 36 6 13 2 6 25 15 

Table 2 Bylaw and modification for Rivière des Prairies 
(City of Montréal 1964-1979). 

1 Mixed without residential. 
2 Mixed: Residential + Industrial + Agricultural. 
3 Bylaw effect on construction only . 

..__--------------~._---- 
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Bylaw 2110 Montreal East 

- 

1 
Number of Modificütion by Type 

Commercial 
Number of Number of & 

Year Bylaws Modifications Resident Conunercial Industrial Industrial Mixed 01 

1965 5 11 3 - - - 3 5 

1966 6 19 2 - - - 8 9 

I'll>", 1 3 - - - - 3 - 
l'Jhl1 2 b J 1 - - 2 - 

I 1969 7 42 4 7 1 - 15 15 

J970 6 1/, 5 2 - - 4 3 

1971 4 la - 2 - 1 3 4 

1972 4 16 - 1 1 - 5 9 

1973 6 23 1 - 3 - 13 6 

1974 3 7 1 1 1 1 1 2 

1975 - - - - - - - - 
1976 3 7 2 - - - 4 1 

1977 5 13 2 1 1 - 8 1 

1978 2 12 1 - - - - 11 

1979 - - - - - - - - 

Total 56 183 I 24 15 7 2 69 66 

Table 3 Bylaws and modifications for Montr~al East 
1964-1979. 

1 0 No effect on zoning, just on construct jon form i.e. setback. 
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500 

400 

I 
300 ~ 

I 
I 

I 
200 l 

100 n 
I I ! 

1 2 3 4 5 1 

Rivière des 
Prairies 

Montreal 
East 

Ahuntsic 

1 2 3 4 5 

Total 

Figure 4 Surrunary of by-laws, modifications in Ahuntsic, Rivière 
des Prairies, Montreal East from 1964-1971. 

l. Number of by-laws by 1965 to 1979. 
2. Number of modifications to by-laws for 1965 to 1979. 

3. Number of residential modifications (including residential mixed) . 

4. Number of non-residential modifications. 
'_; . Number of mod i fications wh.ich have no effect on zoning. 
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APPENDIX E: 

1. REGULATORY PROCESS FOR LAND USE 
IN THE CITY OF MONTREAL 

1.1 Condensed Flowchart 

1.2 Executive Committee 

1.3 Urban Planning Department 

1.4 Law Department 

1.5 Council Readings 

2. SUBDIVISION APPROVAL PROCEDURE IN 
MISSISSAUGA 
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'). 1{l~_g!Jlatory l'ro('cdllre by Comm i t tee 

Figures 1 to 5 indicate the regulatory procedure f o l.l.owed by an originator 

of a zoning request. In essence four steps are followed. The project first 

is reviewed by the executive committee. This executive committee acts as 

the administrative decision-making group of city council. After a decision 

is taken at the executive committee level, the program is generally sent to 

the urban planning department where various aspects of the project are examined. 

Other departmental requests are channelled from the urban planning committee. 

The final committee to oversee the approval is the law committee, before the 

request is presented to council for first and second reading. Projects which 

need modificat.ion generally rotate between the urban planning department and 

the executive committee. 

This centralized municipal procedure contrasts sharply with that of Ontario 

(Figure 6). If we use the region of Peel for example, we note that the two 

tier governmpntal decision-making process as well as the phalanx of regulatory 

agencies, make the approval procedure immensely more complicated. Also, given 

an Ontario propensity to regulate more definitely, compared with Montreal, we 

find that the approval process in Ontario, by nature of its design is bound to 

cause significant delay. The procedure in Montreal is simple and organizationally 

efficient. 



Figure 1 
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Condensed version of regulatory process for land use in the 
city of Montréal (1966-77). (Variables noted on R.H.S. refer 
to specific questions asked in questionnaire for chapters 6 
and 7. ... 

Start .r Stop ) 
Initiator 

, 

Y/M 

'II Refusal 

Admin. Secretary N/M 
Executive Committee 

" 1'1 .~ ~ 
, Y 1M 

,~ 

Urban Planning lŒ 
Department i- , 

Y/M . 
,11 

Law ltillL 
Department 

Y/M 

, 

First N/M 

Reading . 
Y/M 

,I. 

Second Readinp: ~ 
Approval 'I 

I 
I 

Variables 7 to 13 

Variables 14 to 24 

Variables 25 to 43 

Variables 44 to 54 

Variables 55 to 60 

Variables 61 to 63 

I ~----- , . 
" H('~ul a r p r or-r- s s 

(approval, s t ud i cs 
a modifications). 

_, --. , ..J 

" RpfulJ"] or modifjratJon 
process. 
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1 () & 20 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

r ------1 
1.1 1.21 Ln, 

Start I , 
Identification Variables r 

- -- - - - - _ y. J- _to_ 2- ___ .1 ___ _1 

I I Initiator 
v. 6 I I 

1--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
I I 

Type of Demand I 
Type of Project I ~ r- 

7 12 I I 
v. to 

, I 
- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - --- -- - 

I I 

Date of Arrival I I 
I I 

v. 13 I I - - ....J - - - - 

2:-r - -2.11- - 2 . ï1l 
Administrative Secretary I 

Date of Arrival I 
I 

14 
, 

v. I 
, 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - -Modification, 
! I 

Type of Decision I I new project 
-reasons I I support group 
-kind of modifica- I 
tian I v. 22 to 2 L~ 

I N/M --------- 
v. 15 to 19 , I - ~ ~ - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - Initiator 

I I Reaction 
What happens I L 

with the project. I 

" 

v. 2.1 
I I 

v. 20 I I " - - - -' - - 
Y/M 

3rd step if in 2 you have 
- approval 1 - do not take a decision Stop 
- approval with modifica- 

Urban Planning Dept. tian , 

v. 25 tfJ 43 

*Only after c 
tian. 

y Law Department 

v. 44 to 54 
I 

I I 

I 
I 

, I 

I I 
I I 
-' -, 

onsulta- 

Figure 2 Flow chart of zoning request procedure in the Executive Committee 
in the City of Montréal. Procedure allows for request to refer 
to other committees after a decision. In the case of a decision deferral, 
:equest may again be presented to the Executive Committee. 
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)0 URBAN PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

- - - ï'- I 
I , 

I I 
.__ --. __ v_._l_to_l_3~ . __ ...J __ ...J 

Start; Initiator 

'I 

t : I 
J ...J : 
I I I 

: ~ ----"._-- 
~ ,- v_._4_3~~_-_-_-~~:- __ -_-_-_~:~~~·~~~~---~f Stop ~ 

J -- - "1 - - Î 

Administrative Secretary I 

v. 14 to 24 I I 1..-----.......,,..------ ..... - - - -' . - - ...J 
Y/M 

---:;r----, 
Ub Pl ' D j.l 3.23.n r an anrn.ng epartment I I 

! 

v.25t029 _ _ _ ~ _ _ _; _ _ _ .J 
I 

Ar r Iva I Date 
v. 30 ' I _________________ .J _ 

onsultation (Date & Type) I : 
v. 31 to 32 I i ---- -- - -- ----- ---_--!-._-- 

I I 
I U.P.D. Decision Date 

v. 33 I : 
- - - - - -!tIM - - 'l 

Type of Decision ~ 1 
-reason 
-kind of modifications 

v . 34 to 38 ------- 
Contest Group 

-characteristics 

Y/M 

, 

Law Departmen t , 
*Only if the initiator is one of the city department. 

**If it is the Urban Planning Department the initiator. 
***If the Executive Committee is in favor. 

Figure 3 

I 
IN 
I 

, 

New project or 
modification or 
try a second 
time. 

ModiflcaUuns 
new_proj('ct, 
support 
groups 

v. 40 to 42 1---- _ 

Initiator 
Reaction 

v . 39 

Flow chart of zoning request procedure in the Urban Planning 
Department in the City of Montreal. Procedure allows for 
request to refer to other committees after a decision. In the 
case of a decision deferral, request may again be presented to 
the Urban Planning Department. 

------------------------------------~ 
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--,---l 
I , 
I I 

1- ...... ... - - _l- __ ..J 

L 

Start Initiator 
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APPENDIX F: 

1. Complexity of Zoning Changes 

1.1 Residential and Non-residential (zoning type) 

1.2 Single and Complex Zoning Decisions 

1.3 Single and Complex Zoning Decisions with 
Differentiation by Zoning Type 

2. Minor Zoning Re9.uests 
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1. Complexity of Major Zoning Change 

1.1 Residential and Non-residential (Zoning Type) 

Classification by zoning change presents a problem in aggregation. 

Several disaggregated approaches were used. First zoning demands were 

grouped on a basis of disaggregated residential compared with aggregated 

non-residential. 

Table 1 captures the major thrust of the zoning changes requested .. 

Thirty-six percent of the by-laws (29/81) were concerned with residential 

zoning change with 60% of this group being concerned with increased 

density (17/29) and 40% being essentially concerned with either decreased 

density or change from a higher land use to a lower land use. 

In the non-residential sector, the two largest changes involved shifts 

from residential to commercial (13/28) and, residential to industrial (5/28). 

Consequently, residential zoning represents 70% (47/67) of all major 

zoning requests. 

•. 

1.2 Single and Complex Zoning Decisions (No Differentiation of Zoning Type) 

A second disaggregation based simply on the number of land uses involved 

in the request was developed (Table 2). In essence a black box approach was 

developed to see if the number of land uses involved in the decision-making 

process had a direct relationship on the time to approval. In effect, if 

land use of one type is being rezoned to a land use of another type, it would 

be expected that factors influencing the process would be less complicated 

(and consequently less time consuming in terms of referral to various 

committees) compared with a decision to zone to more than one use. In 

addition, the same argument can be extended to the cases where more than 

one original land use are being modif.Led, merged into mo r e than one ty~t' 

of ending land uses. Table 2 indicates that 51% of all zoning change 



Residential 

increased Density 
Decreased Density 
Commercial to Residential 
Industrial to Residential 
Mixed Residential to Mixed 
Residential 

Subtotal 

Non-Residential 

Increased Commercial 
Increased Industrial 
Decreased Industrial 
Residential to Commercial 
Residential to Industrial 
Industrial to Commercial 
Mixed to Industrial 
Agricultural to Industrial 

Subtotal 

Sper.ial Zoning 

Other (Minor) 

Total 

Table 1 
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Absolute 
Frequency 

Relative 
!requency 

17 
3 
2 
3 

21.0 
3.7 
2.5 
3.7 

4 4.9 

29 

3 
2 
1 

13 
5 
1 
2 
1 

3.7 
2.5 
1.2 

16.0 
6.2 
1.2 
2.5 
1.2 

28 

4 

20 

81 

Land use zoning by residential and non-residential 
areas in the City of Montreal from 1966-1979. 
(Based on complete sample of wards of Ahuntsic, 
Rivière des Prairies and Montreal East.) 

36 

35 

4.6 

25.4 

100.0 
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.. Absolute 
Original Zoning Final Zoning Number % 

Single Land Use Single Land Use 41 51 

Single Land Use Complex Land Use 7 9 

Complex Lnad Use Single Land Use 8 10 

Complex Land Use Complex Land Use 13 16 

N.A. 4 5 

Missing Data 3 10 

Total 81 100 

Table 2: Complexity of zoning changes in City of 
Montreal 1966 to 1979. Based on complete 
sample of wards of Ahuntsic, Rivière des 
Prairies and Montreal East. Errors due 
to rounding. 
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involve a single land use being zoned into another single land use. Thirty 

five percent of land use decisions involved more than one type of land use 

(28/81) . .. 
1.3 Single and Complex Zoning with Differentiation by Zoning Type. 

" 

Proceeding on the same basis as the above and disaggregating by type 

(i.e. residential, non-residential), we find (Table 3) that of the 41 samples 

involving a one for one change in zoning, that 70% of the changes involved 

decisions with increasing land value (i.e. higher land use or density); 

whereas 30% of the zoning changes involved decreasing land use or density. 

Commercially zoned areas account for 40% of the by-laws involved In higher 

land n s e utilization. The source of land for conunercialland us e is - 

detached, or semi-detached houses, three dwellings, two-storey and two 

storey houses and D3/4 (three or four storey). 

The next largest activity in Table 3 is the transfer between industrial 

areas. 35% (8/28) of the sample is involved in intra-industrial transfer. 

Finally, on the basis of numbers of applications, 68% (28/4) of all 

requests for zoning change originate in residential and 44% (18/41) of all 

land use r e gu l a t.Lon are ~~~~ In r c s Lderrt t n L land use r egu l at.Lon . 

If we examine the complex zoning request (Le. zoning involving more 

than one zoning change at origin or end use), residential land appears to 

be serving as the basis for conversion to higher land use. For example, 

46% (13/28) of all land (involving more than a single zoning) originates 

in the residential sector. From Table 4, it is possible to observe that 

32% (9/28) of the changes rcsuJ.t in a mixture of residential and conunercial 

and 25% (7/28) result ill complex type residential. The reader is reminded 

that Tah1e 4 contains what appears to be single step zoning (R, C, I); 

':l>WE'VC r, in these cases more than one type of zoning is requested. For 
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Distribution of Complex Zoning Decis~ons 

.::---._-_. ._- _ 

<, To 
-, 

~" R C I R + 1 R + C R + C + I 0 I + 0 R + 1+0 Total 
From 

~,_. . ~ 

R 5 1 1 5 12 

- _. 

C 1 1 
. __ 

I 1 1 2 _, 
R + I 1 I 2 1 1 5 

R + C 
._,_ -- 

R + C + I 1 1 2 4 

0 1 1 
-- 

r + 0 1 1 

R + I + 0 1 1 

--- 

I Total L7 
3 2 3 9 2 1 27 

'- 

,. 

Table 4 Distribution of complex zoning decisions in the City of 
Montreal 1966 to 1977. The case from R to R from example, 
may appear to be a single zoning type, but the original or 
final zoning involved more than one residential use. 
Abbreviations are as follows R=residentia1; C=comroercia1; 
I=industrial and O=other. Results based on a complete 
sample of wards of Ahuntsic, Rivière des Prairies and 
Montreal East. 
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Absolute 
Freg. 

Relative 
Freq. 
(PCT) 

r 

N.A. 4 4.9 

Change in zoning 49 60.5 

Demolition requested 1 1.2 

Demolition opposed 1 1.2 

Setback (-) 1 1.2 

Setback (+) 4 4.9 

Increase height (+) 1 1.2 

Construction standard (-) 1 1.2 

Construction standard (+) 1 1.2 

Enlarge building 1 1.2 

Ne" allotment 1 1.2 

Public services requested 4 4.9 

Plan cl' ensemble 7 8.6 

Correction to zoning (for 
infilled areas) 2 2.5 

Other 3 3.6 

Total 81 100.0 

Table 5 By-la .. amendments in minor zoning changes by 
type in city of Montreal 1966-1977. Source 
of data is from sample of city of Montreal 
archives based on the wards of Ahuntsic, 
Riviére des Prairies and Montreal East. 
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example, the request could be A3 to A4 as well as A3 to AS. Consequently 

the entire table involves a complex zoning decision. 

6.4 Requests for Minor Zoning Changes/Other Zoning Changes 

Table 3.5 has been explored in section 3 when classification systems 

were discussed. Table S is repeated at this time to indicate the nature 

of the types of minor zoning changes requested. Plan d'ensemble definitely 

does not result in a minor zoning change, but is a case of other zoning, 

i.e. a comprehensive type of zoning. By and large, change in setback, 

request for public services and plan d'ensemble are the majority of requests 

observed. 

, 
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Wealth Transfer To 
Develop As A Result 

Original Zoning Zoning Request Of Zoning Request 

Mixed Agricultural Minimum Gain 
Mixed Residential 
Mixed Industrial 
Mixed Commercial 

• Commercial Agricultural 
Commercial Residential eo 
Commercial Industrial ~ 

'ri 

CommercialH Commercial UJ 
til 
Q) 
).l 
(.) 

Industrial Agricultural 
ç: 
H 

Industrial Residential 

1 IndustrialH Industria\ 

Residential Agricultural 
ResidentialH ResidentialL Median Gain 

CommercialL CommercialH 
Median CommercialL Mixed Gain 

IndustrialL IndustrialH 
Industria~ Commercial 
IndustrialL Mixed 

eo ~ 
ResidentialL ResidentialH 'ri 

UJ 
cU 

ResidentialL Industrial. Q) 

Commercial 
).l 

ResidentialL (.) 

Mixed ~ ResidentialL H 

1 Agricultural Residential 
Agricultural Industrial 
Agricultural Commercial 
Agricultural Mixed Maximum Gain 

• 

Appendix H Hierarchial ranking of possible zoning changes in 
relation to wealth transfer resulting from zoning 
decision. H=high density; L=low density. Type 
of zoning denoted by indicated names. Minimum 
gain results in a down zoning from mixed to agri 
cultural for example because it is assumed that 
original zoning is in excess supply. Final or 
zoning request determines the market value. 
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